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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
1.1

1.5

Whilst tackling some of the issues (such as

re-development of the least popular and most

District Centre and changes to the movement and

levels of deprivation and a reputation for

unsustainable stock.

public realm network.

The Neighbourhood Plan for The Meadows is

crime and anti-social behaviour) will prove

the first of its kind produced by Nottingham

challenging, the Vision highlights the area’s

City Council and sets the standard for future

location and numerous existing assets (including

neighbourhood management initiatives coupled

plans across the city. It forms the framework for

its proactive and vocal community) and other

with public realm improvements. Whilst the

intervention in the area and a firm basis upon

significant opportunities, which, combined with

opportunity for a new District Centre as a focus

which investment decisions can be made. It

the implementation of the proposals in the

for the whole neighbourhood was grasped, its

has been instrumental in the successful bid for

Neighbourhood Plan, will help The Meadows to

relocation was strongly influenced by the existing

l A focus on four of the key areas of development

Housing Private Finance Initiative (PFI) which

change and evolve over time into a prominent

residents and retailers. The District centre will

l The Socio-economic deliverables interweaved

has resulted in a significant stream (£200m) of

residential location within the city.

not only act as a heart for the community, but

1.9

government funding for the City Council to invest
in The Meadows area.

The Old Meadows focuses on community and

also develop opportunities for employment

Development

and entrepreneurship as well as providing new

1.12 The Finalised Neighbourhood Plan is made up of
four parts including:
l An explanation of the context, structure and
form of the plan

into the neighbourhood
l The key routes to delivering the plan in
its entirety

community, extra care and one stop shop facilities.
1.2

The project has been carefully phased to allow

1.6

and stakeholders, enabling the client and

which complemented the Vision and provided the

Victoria Embankment as a leisure focus for the

consultant team to shape the plan and develop

foundation on which the Plan was formed. The

city using the currently proposed Flood alleviation

strategic position of The Meadows to the South of

the level of detail to suit local requirements. The

Statements of Intent included:

scheme as the catalyst for its use as a city wide

the City and takes advantage of its location. The

resource. Promotion of its current offer coupled

key aim is to develop its potential to improve the

with improved facilities and a developing detailed

quality of life and opportunities for the existing

masterplan by the City Council will ensure that both

community first and foremost, and then also

the Embankment and Memorial Gardens becomes a

create an environment in which new residents and

major attraction within the City and beyond.

businesses want to become part.

l Breaking Down the Barriers –
Meadows: Connected

Meadows can become an area where both existing

l Building on a Sense of Community –

and new residents choose to live and work.

Meadows: Community Assets

Process

l A Low Carbon Community –

The early work on the plan, which has drawn

Meadows: City on your Doorstep

together past studies such as the Area Action

l A Pro-Active Community –

Plan and Ozone Bid, as well as the consultants’

Meadows: Skilled Up

appreciation of the issues within The Meadows,
led to a comprehensive Baseline Study, Vision
Statement and Options appraisal.

1.11 In parallel with the process of developing
the Plan a comprehensive programme of
community consultation, including capacity
building, engagement and empowerment has
been developed. This has been led by the City
Council, Planning Aid and the Consultants, and has

The Options were developed in parallel with

assisted all parties in understanding each others

community consultation and the City Council’s

concerns, issues and ideas. The development of

The key issues from the Baseline Study with regard

bid for Housing PFI Round 6 funding and the

the Community Working Group and the extensive

to The Meadows performance as part of the wider

developing preferred option was thus grounded in

programme of consultation events has reached out

city, focussed around the following themes:

an extra layer of reality having been thoroughly

to as wide a section of the community as possible

reviewed by a number of Government Agencies.

and has been well received. The results have

1.7

l Physical
l Property Market

1.13 The Meadows Neighbourhood Plan looks at the

l Creating a Better Housing Choice –
Meadows: The Place to Be

6

The final focus area of the plan is the use of

set of ‘Statements of Intent’ were developed

will continue to be developed in order that The

1.4

1.10

meaningful consultation with the local community

themes and proposals in the Neighbourhood Plan

1.3

Plan Themes

In order to chart a positive path of change a

shown significant support for the proposals in the
The preferred option thus looks to both

plan (e.g. 90% in favour of remodelling) and have

l Transport and Movement

environmental improvements and remodelling

led to a number of changes and fine tuning of the

l Socio-Economic

of the New Meadows, with only very focused

current proposals including the relocation of the

1.8

Issues and Ideas Workshop
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Figure 1.1: Meadows Neighbourhood Plan

1.14 The Neighbourhood Plan illustrated in Figure

traditional streetscape and usable structure,

1.1 addresses the key principles to drive change

which is easy to navigate, safe to use and has

within The Meadows. These principles include:

a relationship to the surrounding built form. By
making such physical improvements, the Plan aims

l Building new homes

to further improve the quality of place and thus

l Remodelling in The New Meadows

raise the aspirations of housing quality, choice and

l A new district centre

opportunities in terms of ownership.

l Connecting The Meadows
l Old Meadows improvements

1.18 These replacement homes and refurbished

l Embankment improvements

properties should therefore be of a high quality

l The holistic approach to community matters

externally, adding to the visual enhancement

and eco-neighbourhoods

and environmental quality of The Meadows, thus
changing perceptions of the area, especially

1.15 Generally the Plan reconnects The Meadows to
the City and adjacent neighbourhoods, as well as

at gateways into and arterial routes through
The Meadows.

ensuring improved links to and better coverage
by public transport, including bus, rail, cycling,

1.19 Support and help for existing tenants, residents

walking and new NET routes. The Meadows also

and businesses throughout the whole process

needs to be easily identified as a Neighbourhood

of redevelopment and remodelling will be an

within the City and therefore physical change

essential requirement for successful delivery of

through new high quality built form and public

the plan.

realm is required at gateway locations to
announce arrival and ‘brand’ the Neighbourhood.

1.20 The ‘Old Meadows’ will be improved through
environmental enhancement of the streets, rights

1.16 The Plan seeks to improve the character and

of way and alleys, as well as additional initiatives

quality of place through focussed clearance of the

with regard to neighbourhood management,

unpopular flats and maisonettes and the outdated

building on the strong work already undertaken. In

sheltered accommodation. This will address the

physical terms this work includes the development

imbalance in housing type and tenure and create

of Homezones, residents parking, personalisation

aspirational housing to retain existing and attract

of frontages and re-organisation of traffic flows.

new residents. The flats and maisonettes are a key

Improvements to privately owned stock especially

contributor to issues around high tenant turnover;

in the ‘Old Meadows’, will be encouraged through

leading to a lack of community cohesion as well as

grant and loan schemes. Landlord accreditation

their design contributing to anti-social behaviour.

or additional licensing is proposed, and with an

The sheltered accommodation does not conform to

aspiration to introduce a better mix of tenures,

latest best practice in terms of layout, design and

the possibility of using a Registered Social

energy efficiency and would be cost prohibitive

Landlord (RSL) partner to buy up private-landlord

and unsustainable to convert.

run properties, refurbish and then put back into
use through a mix of tenures (rent / shared equity

1.17 The Plan proposes to remodel the majority of the
housing in the ‘New Meadows’ creating a more

/ open market sale) is explored. Physical change
can only be driven by the community and so this

7
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is all tied in with a pro-active community who

extended across the retained stock to increase the

proposals along the Embankment which lead into

l The role(s) of the delivery partners;

can also influence socio-economic change in their

neighbourhood’s green credentials.

a detailed plan.

l The associated costs and funding mechanisms;
l Appropriate delivery mechanisms and ways to

area. Such initiatives as energy efficiency, resident
action, street clubs, community street festivals

1.24 This Plan will not succeed if it does not provide

1.27 Tackling the socio-economic issues affecting The

manage the scheme effectively;

and community led action on vacant properties all

the opportunity to the Community within the

Meadows community is essential to the success

l Associated outcomes;

contribute to positive changes to perceptions of

neighbourhood for economic advancement.

of the proposed suite of physical interventions.

l Associated risks; and

The Meadows within the wider community.

There are physical elements which contribute to

Improved homes and community facilities can

l The next steps.

socio-economic transformation. Such elements

only ever be part of the equation. Effective

as cycleway, road, footpath and public transport

neighbourhood management is therefore integral

terms of design quality and promoted to raise

links to schools, colleges and employment

to the success of the Neighbourhood Plan.

to inform the development of site-specific

awareness of this asset and thus increase usage.

areas, the relocation of the district centre to

Equally, effective communication between

development strategies and may be used to support

The new masterplan for the Embankment which

a more prominent location, and better retail,

service providers and residents will underpin the

individual specific design and planning briefs.

is being developed with the local community

commercial and community offers, all improve

Neighbourhood Plan. The core tools that will assist

As a result, anticipated private sector funding

includes the flood defence works and a range of

the potential of the neighbourhood. Employment

in tackling the socio-economic issues affecting The

contributions, any parallel investments and actions

new and improved facilities, some of which are

and training initiatives based around the

Meadows are listed below;

required, and the anticipated resources / revenue

already underway. These will ultimately transform

construction opportunities delivering The Meadows

the area into a destination for both Meadows

regeneration as well as the exploration of start-

residents, the wider city and beyond.

up units and entrepreneurial support within

1.21 The Embankment and Park will be improved in

1.29 The Meadows Neighbourhood Plan will be used

implications to coordinate and deliver the plan, will
l Strengthen Neighbourhood Management at a
local level

need to be fully considered so that the Plan can be
taken forward and delivered.

The Meadows encouraging creativity and self

l Landlord Accreditation

advancement. The promotion of Neighbourhood

l Improving Residents’ Skills

heart and focus for the community, but will also

Management initiatives based around new and

l New Community Centre

Plan has been led by Nottingham City Council,

offer a better retail choice of local and national

improved community facilities and an Energy

l Community Engagement, capacity building

which has the opportunity and, importantly,

stores. It will also provide good quality community

Learning Centre should be used as a stepping

facilities and employment opportunities. To

stone to employment opportunities within the

ensure this centre works a greater footfall of use

fields of community and social work, policing,

is required by the residents. This can be assisted

facility management, energy, construction and

l Extra Care Housing - for the Elderly

Plan will be taken forward through the

through an improved offer, better road, footpath

events coordination.

l Education – improve the access

coordination of traffic and highways engineering,

1.22 A new district centre will not only provide a new

and empowerment
l Health – encouraging a higher standard of
living and quality of life

and public transport connections and better
community facilities.

1.30 The development of The Meadows Neighbourhood

the ability to generate a step change in the
attractiveness of The Meadows to residents,
visitors and the private sector. The Neighbourhood

planning considerations, high quality public realm,
1.25 Following on from the explanation of the plan

Delivery

and the development of individual sites.

structure the plan ‘gets under the skin’ of four
1.23 Sustainability is at the heart of the Plan and past

specific areas and demonstrates how each of

1.31 The delivery of the overall project is complex and

studies i.e. The Ozone, have heavily influenced

these could be physically detailed to deliver

with those projects that comprise the physical

requires a strong and experienced delivery team.

our approach to sustainability within The

transformational change for the community within

interventions within The Meadows is set-out in

Delivering each of the key projects that have

Meadows. The key concept is its location close to

The Meadows. They are not the definitive solutions,

brief below. The detail however establishes a

been identified will require different approaches

the City Centre and rail station, making it a highly

but examples of how change could be achieved.

clear overarching delivery and implementation

to be adopted, with different lead organisations

strategy that accompanies the Neighbourhood

driving delivery. There is also a clear requirement

Plan and outlines:

for substantial levels of public funding, which will

strategic site for real sustainable urban living. In
addition to its location, The Meadows provides the

8

1.28 The delivery of these interventions, together

1.26 The four specific areas explored in more detail

opportunity to ensure sustainable construction

include the new district centre; ‘Creating a

is rolled out to new homes, the district centre

New High Street’, the approaches to tackling

l The key projects to be delivered;

projects – including the social and neighbourhood

and public realm. Improved energy efficiency

the New Meadows, environmental improvements

l The anticipated programme of

management projects, but will also help to draw

and use of micro renewables should also be

to the ‘Old Meadows’ and the flood alleviation

not only help to deliver some of the early win

delivery / phasing;

in additional private investment.

01
1.32 It is important to recognise that the
Neighbourhood Plan is not intended to provide

Renewal in Practice

a rigid development masterplan. Instead, it sets
out a framework and key projects which, when
implemented will significantly improve the area
as a place in which to live and work. It is, of
necessity, still relatively high level and strategic,
setting out a vision of how regeneration within The
Meadows can be taken forward over the coming
years. The plan provides a starting point from
which projects and specific sites will continually
evolve as time passes.

Next Steps
1.33 Next steps will include the development
of an Outline Business case which will lead
to the appointment of a PFI preferred
development partner, together with the detailed
masterplanning of individual development sites.
This process will enable NCC to effectively
control the standard of development and to
carefully plan how the remodelling work,
including the movement and relocation of
existing residents can be managed. This must be
supported through the planning process.
1.34 Quick win projects should be taken forward as
soon as is practically possible following the formal
endorsement of the Neighbourhood Plan by the
City Council.
1.35 The Neighbourhood Plan is the culmination of
20 months of intensive work by all partners,
on what is a complex neighbourhood with
many interrelated issues. This comprehensive
plan charts a new direction and hope for The
Meadows which can now begin to be realised
with the successful Housing PFI funding bid and
support of the community, other stakeholders
and the City Council.
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INTRODUCTION
2.1

Taylor Young, ekosgen, WYG and Thomas

Lister (the consultant team) were appointed

by Nottingham City Council (NCC) to develop
a Neighbourhood Plan for The Meadows area
of the city. The production of this completed
Neighbourhood Plan represents the final stage of

2.5

Figure 2.1: Nottingham Strategic Regeneration Framework
Source: NCC

This study commenced in late 2007 and in early
2008 a full Baseline Review study of The Meadows
was undertaken by the consultant team. This

Integrated Regional Strategy
/ Regional Strategies

developed a solid understanding of the current
situation in terms of the physical, social and
environmental make-up of the area.

the commission.
2.6
2.2

It became clear that the majority of physical,

The Neighbourhood Plan forms part of the City

social and environmental issues in the

Council’s corporate approach to neighbourhood

neighbourhood stemmed primarily from the

transformation. The completed Neighbourhood

Radburn layout of the ‘New Meadows’. This

Plan will sit beneath the Strategic Regeneration

purpose-built social rented housing, constructed in

NOTTINGHAM VISION 2030

Framework (South Nottingham), which is yet

the late 1970s following slum clearance, contains

to be developed. It is envisaged that the SRF

unpopular and high-turnover housing such as

will ‘enable local physical, social and economic

‘Q-blocks’, flats and maisonettes.

regeneration to be implemented within a clear,
comprehensive framework based on an informed

Existing Bridleway District Centre

consensus about long-term strategic objectives,
priorities and opportunities’. The diagram
opposite illustrates the hierarchy of documents.
2.3

A Neighbourhood Plan approach for The Meadows
was considered necessary to revitalise this area

SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY
STRATEGY

LOCAL DEVELOPMENT
FRAMEWORK / CORE STRATEGY

LOCAL AREA AGREEMENTS

STRATEGIC REGENERATION
FRAMEWORKS

which is ranked in the top 5% most deprived wards
in the UK, despite it’s proximity to a thriving city
centre. The plan sought to explore ways to achieve
the transformation of both private and public sector
housing, the redevelopment or re-siting of the
Bridgeway district centre, and improved links into
and through the estate giving access to the city,
Trent Bridge and the Embankment and surrounding
business and employment opportunities.

2.7

The Radburn layout also typically gives an
extensive network of unobserved paths and un-

2.4

The Meadows Neighbourhood Plan looks at the

owned public space that encourages anti-social

strategic position of The Meadows to the South of

behaviour, crime and creates a confusing and

the City and takes advantage of its location. The

disorientating street pattern. In addition to the

key aim is to develop its potential to improve the

housing stock issues, the physical limitations and

quality of life and opportunities for the existing

commercial viability of the Bridgeway Centre was

community first and foremost, and then also

identified as a major issue in the neighbourhood

create an environment in which new residents and
businesses want to become part.
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along with the severing nature of the existing
road network.

02
Figure 2.2: Meadows Neighbourhood Plan

2.8

Coupled with these physical limitations, a wide

consultation were used to develop the preferred

range of problematic social issues have been

option into the Draft Neighbourhood Plan.

identified in The Meadows. High unemployment,
poor social facilities and well-publicised

2.13 Further consultation has refined the draft plan

drug related social and crime issues have to

into this final stage of the Neighbourhood Plan

be tackled here too. The Meadows has 8%

commission. The completed plan presents the

unemployment and is ranked in the top 5% of

overall framework for The Meadows area upon

most deprived wards in the UK.

which holistic neighbourhood regeneration can be
based. This aims to build upon the objectives set

2.9

Nottingham City Council had identified these

out in the Vision and Statements of Intent, creating

issues, amongst many others, and commenced

a sustainable ‘neighbourhood of choice’. The

preparation of an Area Action Plan focussing on

framework that has been developed, in partnership

The Meadows area. It was decided to stop this

with the City Council and the local community, is

process and instead feed this information into this

described in detail throughout this report.

Neighbourhood Plan study, supplemented with
the findings of numerous other relevant studies
focusing on The Meadows and surrounding areas.

2.14 The process of development stages that has been
followed to reach this point is illustrated in the
following diagram (Fig2.3).

2.10 Once the Baseline Review was completed, the findings
were summarised by the production of a Vision and
Statements of Intent booklet. The next stage of the

Consultation Boards
2 Meado
w

commission was the production of a separate Options
Paper. The optioneering phase of the Neighbourhood
Plan process identified three possible ways forward
for The Meadows, ranging from minimal intervention
to transformational change. From these three options
approaches a preferred option was developed. This
preferred option was refined by the City Council to
develop a ‘hybrid option’.

Opt ion s

to back the Private Finance Initiative (PFI) bid
to the Government. This bid was successful and
approval for delivery funding was secured in July
2009 to proceed with the development of an
Outline Business Case (OBC).
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2.12 The generic proposals in the preferred option were
the subject of extensive community consultation
using a series of highly visual storyboards
to illustrate the ideas. The results of this

2.15 The Neighbourhood Plan is described in detail in
chapters 7 – 10.
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Figure 2.3: Neighbourhood Plan Development
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the case for intervention
THE CASE FOR INTERVENTION - BASELINE REVIEW
Introduction

the north and west, and London Road to the East.
These features effectively sever connectivity

3.1

A Baseline Technical Document (The Meadows

between The Meadows and surrounding areas, and

Today) was prepared by the consultant team for

figure 3.1 shows how The Meadows fits within the

The Meadows area between late 2007 and early

wider physical and regeneration context.

2008. This outlined a ‘snapshot’ of the current
situation in The Meadows area and built upon

3.3

The Meadows suffers from relatively poor access

the information that had been gathered for the

to core employment areas within the city, and

proposed Area Action Plan. This chapter highlights

there are limited employment opportunities

the key findings from the Baseline Technical

within the Neighbourhood Plan boundary. The

Document. However, for more information refer to

resident population of The Meadows suffers

the ‘The Meadows Today’. A non-technical vision

from a low skills base, and a consequent lack of

document was also produced to accompany the

work-readiness. This is reflected in the relatively

technical baseline.

high levels of unemployment (and other) benefit
claimants and those on income support.
3.4

The Meadows
Today

The Meadows has already undergone pockets
of change over the years, and new residents
have been attracted to the area. However,
these changes have mainly focused on smallscale environmental improvements through
previous regeneration projects, such as the Single
Regeneration Budget (SRB) or Neighbourhood
Renewal Fund (NRF). Community initiatives
championed by The Meadows Partnership Trust
have made some progress, mainly in training
and employment and there have been real
improvements to Neighbourhood Management
and partnership working. However, these changes
and the low-key approach have not created

Meadows
Neighbou
Final Base
rhood Plan
line Techni
cal Docum
ent - Marc
h 20

sufficient opportunities to connect The Meadows
09

to the city’s regeneration, wealth creation or
housing markets. The Neighbourhood Plan will give
stakeholders and the community an opportunity

Context

to take a joint approach, and together fully tackle
the issues of the area.

3.2

The Meadows is a predominantly residential
district, with a population of approximately 9,000,
to the south of the City Centre. The area falls
entirely within the Bridge Ward and is bounded
by the River Trent to the south, Meadows Way to
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Figure 3.1: Physical and Regeneration Context

03
Key Issues

l Poor condition of some of the housing stock.
l Imbalance of housing type, tenure and choice,

3.5

As a result of the baseline review a number of key
issues have arisen that impact upon the regeneration

Figure 3.2: Housing Types

e.g. oversupply of social rented.
l The Old Meadows consists of mostly private

of The Meadows, and therefore on the development

properties and high percentage of private

of the Neighbourhood Plan. We have summarised the

rented properties. Many of these properties

key issues below under the main headings of:

are in poor condition with vacant properties,
houses in multiple occupation and derelict

l Physical
l Property Market

sites scattered throughout the area.
l The New Meadows is mostly social rented stock

l Transport and Movement

(apart from a high proportion of ‘Right to Buy’

l Socio-Economic

houses (50%). There is also a high proportion of
flats and maisonettes which are unpopular, as

Physical Issues

well as the number of sheltered schemes which

l Severance from the City Centre and significant

are unsuitable.

barriers to movement within The Meadows,
in part caused by Meadows Way (the inner
distributor road).
l Extensive network of paths and a number of
fragmented and un-adopted public areas in
poor condition.
l Lack of legibility and permeability, largely

l Divide between property values of the Old
and New Meadows, with the New Meadows
attracting significantly lower values.
l Failure of the area to contribute to the
adjacent housing market in the City Centre.
l Poor perceptions of place generated by poor
housing stock and surrounding environment.

caused by the dominant Radburn Estate layout
(‘New Meadows’).
l A number of unexploited green and open space

Figure 3.2 shows the variety of existing property
types in The Meadows.

assets e.g. The Embankment.
l Lack of coherent gateways and access points.
l Poor condition, suitability and location of the
Bridgeway Centre.
l Un-exploited high quality townscape in the
Old Meadows.
l Flood risk problems (much of The Meadows
would be affected by a 1 in 100 year event).
l Community facilities in poor condition with
concerns over long-term sustainability, e.g
Queen’s Walk Community Centre.
Property Market Issues
l Two distinct and separated housing areas (Old
and New Meadows) with a large concentration
of particular types of housing and tenure.
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Transport and Movement Issues

Opportunities

l Un-integrated movement and sustainable

transport network e.g. NET Phase 2, pedestrian
and cycle networks.

Whilst there are a significant number of physical
and socio-economic issues, The Meadows also has

l Safe-guarding the proposed NET Phases 2 and 3.

a range of key opportunities that can be unlocked

l Poor connections to the City Centre.

to transform The Meadows into a neighbourhood of

l Disconnected neighbourhood links, e.g.

choice. These are shown in Fig 3.3.

Queen’s Walk and Arkwright Walk.
l Poor connections to neighbouring regeneration
/ employment areas.
l Commuter parking.
l Illegible street network in New Meadows.
l Poorly overlooked streets and spaces.
Socio-Economic Issues
l Young population, with 50.7% of the Bridge
Ward under the age of 30 (based on 2007 midyear estimates) and a large number of oneperson households
l Low owner occupation
l Transient communities
l Higher than average level of unemployment
and benefit dependent households
l The three primary schools serving The
Meadows are at or close to capacity
l Currently there is no secondary school
provision within the area and the nearest
catchment is some distance from The Meadows
in Clifton
l Low educational and skills attainment
l Lack of local training facilities for residents
young and old
l Problems in community health and child poverty
l Fear of crime and ‘hotspots’ within the area,
e.g. Bridgeway Centre
l Poor reputation for high levels of drugrelated crime
l Fuel poverty
l Community facilities in poor condition with
concerns over long-term sustainability, e.g
Queen’s Walk Community Centre
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3.6

Figure 3.3: Opportunities Plan

03
3.7

The existing Facilities and Activities are illustrated
in Fig 3.4. The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to

Figure 3.4: Facilities and Activities

build on and enhance the existing facilities and
activities whilst maximising the benefits from
the opportunity sites. These combine to become
Meadows “fixes” which are described in more
detail in chapter 5. These include:
l Expansion of the City Centre housing market
outwards
l Close proximity to the station, Southern
Gateway, NG2 Business Park
l Green spaces, historic buildings and views
l Riverside setting
l Adjacent Southside and Waterside
Regeneration Areas
l Proposed NET Phase 2 expansion that will run
through The Meadows
l The number of neighbourhood links such as
Queen’s Walk and Arkwright Walk
l Strong local community spirit exists in The
Meadows
l Initiative to combat the issues of commuter
parking, e.g. Workplace Parking Levy
l Flood alleviation work planned for the
embankment
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STATEMENTS OF INTENT AND VISION
4.1

Using the Baseline Review, and specifically the key issues as a starting point, a Vision and set of five Statements

l Sustainability

of Intent were developed. These provide the basis for community engagement and the development of a range

l Best Practice and High Quality Design

of options which address these objectives.
Out of our appreciation of The Baseline Review, Issues and Statements of Intent springs our Vision for The Meadows:

To do this, the team needs to be guided by a set
of strategic objectives or statements of intent.
The Vision Document begins to explore how the
objectives and ideas can be achieved and sets out

”To make The Meadows a sustainable neighbourhood, providing

clearly the five Statements of Intent.

housing of quality and choice in a prime location. To create strong

1) Breaking Down the Barriers

connections to the City Centre and surrounding areas with well

Meadows: Connected

laid out, safe and attractive routes through the neighbourhood.

2) Building on Sense of Community
Meadows: Community Assets

To make the most of its natural assets, creating a pleasant

3) Creating a Greater Housing Choice

environment with good quality, well-maintained, open and green

Meadows: The Place to Be

4) A Low Carbon Community

spaces. With well run public services that meet local needs and a

Meadows: City on your Doorstep

range of excellent facilities for the community, The Meadows will

5) A Pro-Active Community

be a place where people choose to live and work. To ensure that
regeneration delivers real local benefit to residents in terms of

Meadows: Skilled Up
4.5

Each of these broad statements is supported by a
detailed narrative of the underlying issues; what

education, training and employment, and attracts new residents. To

needs to be done to deliver the statement and
what implications need to be explored in order to

help build a vibrant economy and community, where residents are
engaged in decisions that affect their quality of life”.

achieve transformational change.
4.6

For further information on either the Vision or
Statements of Intent, please refer to the Final
Baseline Review Vision Booklet (April 2008).

Statements of Intent
Conclusion
4.3

The Neighbourhood Plan will clearly set out recommendations that will help guide future development and
infrastructure opportunities. The key driving principles being:

4.7

In essence, the Vision Booklet sets the brief for
the development of the options, and provides a

22

The following chapters use the Vision

and Statements of Intent to inform the
woptions, preferred option and the detail

4.4
4.2

4.8

l Partnership and Collaborative Working

synopsis of the Baseline Review, contributing to

l Holistic Regeneration

our understanding of the place and the people.

underpinning them.

04
1) Breaking Down the Barriers

2) Building on Sense of Community

3) Creating a Greater Housing Choice

4) A Low Carbon Community

5) A Pro-Active Community
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OPTIONS GENERATION AND ASSESSMENT
Introduction

including the city centre, the Southside

Development Area (including the station re-

5.1

Following a thorough Baseline process and the

development, Meadows Gateway and The

formulation of the Vision and Statements of Intent,

Meadows Square), Meadow Lane and Eastcroft

the study progressed through into the development

(a residential-led, mix-use development in the

of three options / approaches to the long-term

Waterside Regeneration Zone), NG2 Business

regeneration of The Meadows. This section of the

Park, and the residential areas of Trent Bridge,

report sets out these three options developed by

West Bridgford and Wilford Village

the consultant team (minimal, intermediate and
radical), and also the final hybrid option that was

b. Strategic Links & Gateways

further developed by the City Council for the PFI
bid. The rationale underlying each option is set
out in each sub-section and the following key fixes
remain constant in every option. For any further
information on the options process, please refer to
the ‘The Meadows Tomorrow’ Options Report, which
includes the scoring matrices for each option:
testing them against the Statements of Intent

Meadows Fixes
5.2

The Meadows has a number of existing assets and
opportunities, identified in the Baseline Report
and Chapter 3 of this report. These contribute
to The Meadows’ sense of place and have a
significant bearing addressing the Statements of
Intent and achieving the Vision. The assets and
opportunities form a series of ‘Meadows Fixes’;
key elements that remain constant, but where
possible their quality and / or setting is enhanced.
These fixes form the foundation of the options
approaches that were developed.
a. Important Surrounding Areas
Currently The Meadows fails to benefit
(physically, socially and economically) from
its location, between a number of important
employment and regeneration areas, as well
as residential neighbourhoods. The options
must promote better linkages to these areas,
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around NET stations and corridors, both

Queen’s Walk Park, and the green corridor

for housing, green infrastructure and the

along Queen’s Drive.

environment. The potential is also to link
gateways and strengthen community and

iii) Listed Buildings

retail facilities. Strong city views along the

Within The Meadows, there are a number

neighbourhood links will also be respected and

of listed buildings and structures. They

enhanced through environmental works and

contribute to The Meadows’ distinct sense

refurbished buildings, or new development

of place by creating landmarks and points

(e.g. the corridor along Queen’s Walk).

of reference in the townscape and must be
integrated within the options.

Whilst there is a real need to increase
iv) Townscape and Community Value

Today, The Meadows suffers from a limited

permeability in movement terms, sensitive

number of clear and attractive gateways. In

design will be essential to prevent rat-runs

Following on from listed buildings and

particular, The Meadows lies on a key approach

developing through The Meadows to the City

structures, The Meadows contains other built

into the City, but does not contribute to a

Centre or surrounding road networks.

forms and structures of townscape value

positive city centre gateway at present. In
addition, The Meadows needs to create better
neighbourhood gateways from the city and

(e.g. Victoria Embankment), and community
d. Existing Areas / Buildings of Quality and
Opportunity Sites

surrounding areas in order to declare the
neighbourhood as a place to visit, to live,

facilities (e.g. Queen’s Walk Community
Centre) that attract people from The
Meadows and surrounding neighbourhoods,

i) Old Meadows

and potentially the city and region. Again,

and to provide strong links to surrounding

The ‘Old Meadows’ has a high townscape value

these should be integrated and their setting

neighbourhoods and the City Centre. These

and distinct sense of place that comprises

enhanced within the options.

gateways will also function to attract people

predominately Victorian and Edwardian

into the heart of The Meadows, signposting

terraced housing. This area had a unique sense

routes to a range of improved facilities and

of place, but requires investment to address

There are a number of privately owned

destinations, such as the Victoria Embankment

the level of disrepair and unfitness of some

development sites in The Meadows that have

and a new district centre, for residents as well

of the housing, poor quality public realm

already been identified through the AAP work,

as for the wider population.

and green infrastructure. The plan therefore

and which can provide an initial catalyst for

contains a neighbourhood action plan to

wider regeneration (providing an improved mix

improve the environment and tackle the

of type and tenure). The number of discrete

problems of disrepair in the Old Meadows.

development opportunities could present early

c. NET, Neighbourhood Links, Access Points

wins for the community and signify positive

In view of The Meadows’ proximity to the
City Centre and employment opportunities,

v) Development Opportunities

ii) Greenspace Assets and Infrastructure

changes in The Meadows, which will help raise

neighbourhood links, such as Arkwright Walk

There are a number of existing green assets

positive perceptions, promoting The Meadows as

and existing (bus services) and proposed

that form a legible green infrastructure in

a neighbourhood of choice. However, the current

sustainable transport links (NET Phase 2),

The Meadows, which are extensive and well

economic climate could hamper the deliver of these

there is the potential for it to become a

distributed across the neighbourhood. The

early wins, and this is discussed in Chapter 10.

sustainable community. Within The Meadows

main elements in the infrastructure include

area there are ideal opportunities to exploit

the Victoria Embankment (including the

the proposed NET routes to create hubs /

Memorial Gardens and sports grounds), the

There are three primary schools in The

corridors of regeneration - a ‘ripple effect’

Arkwright Meadows Community Gardens,

Meadows, supplemented by the private Kings

vi) Schools

05
School. These provide a solid foundation for
education in the area for children up to 11
years of age. These schools have the option
to expand given the large sites that they are
located on. There is not a secondary school
within The Meadows so the Neighbourhood
Plan must address improving linkages to
secondary schools outside the area.
vii) Health Centre
The existing PCT heath centre in The Meadows
provides a range of medical services and is of
sufficient size to serve the current population
of The Meadows. There is a degree of capacity
within the healthcare system at present, but
the regeneration of The Meadows and of the
Southside Regeneration Zone will require
additional health care resources, potentially
taking the form of a new health centre which
could also serve The Meadows area, although
currently the PCT with responsibility for The
Meadows area has no plans to incorporate
additional new healthcare provision within
The Meadows.
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Option 1: Minimal Intervention

broaden the narrow tenure diversity that currently
affects the area and fails to address a number of

5.3

The first option was that of minimal intervention

socio-economic issues mainly relating to training,

and Figure 5.1 summarises the key features of

employment and community facilities.

this approach.
Key features of this approach are:
l Some improved connectivity to
surrounding areas
l Limited improved permeability within
l Improved public transport links
l Improved ‘Old Meadows’ housing
stock and environment, through
Neighbourhood Management
l ‘New Meadows’ environmental improvements
to address a number of issues, including
improved quality of public realm and existing
housing (Decent Homes)
l A discreet number of catalytic private
development opportunities
Key weaknesses of this approach:
l Failure to broaden tenure, and mix of housing
l Refurbishment of retail centre offers some
temporary uplift but overall viability of the
centre remains weak
l Limited refurbishment to existing community
facilities will not create the conditions for a
neighbourhood of choice

Summary
5.4

This first option proposes Decent Homes work and
relatively low impact environmental improvements
that will deliver a short term up-lift to the estate.
Whilst this approach would represent a ‘quick
win’ by means of being relatively immediate
to implement, it would fail to deliver more
fundamental transformation of The Meadows, or
deliver the necessary increases in the quality and
quantity of housing stock. Equally, it would fail to
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Figure 5.1: Option 1 - Minimal Intervention

05
Option 2: Intermediate Intervention

a compromise between minimal and radical
intervention in The Meadows.

5.5

Figure 5.2: Option 2 - Intermediate Intervention

Figure 5.2 summarises the key features of
Option 2.
Key features of this approach are:
l Good connectivity and permeability within
The Meadows
l Introduction of new community facilities to
complement existing assets, which are better
located to take advantage of the transport
network and offer a number of activities
and services
l Fundamental changes to ‘New Meadows’ that
create a larger number of sites on which to
develop well-designed, sustainable, high
quality housing, responsive to sense of place
l Broadened housing tenure and mix
l Improved ‘Old Meadows’ housing
stock and environments, through
neighbourhood management
l Improved integration of ‘New’ and ‘Old
Meadows’ through a legible street pattern
l A number of catalytic development opportunities
Key weaknesses of this approach:
l Creation of ‘awkward’ development sites
l Potential large levels of community disruption

Summary
5.6

The second option is based upon the selective
clearance and redevelopment of areas of
housing within the estate that have been
identified as being unsustainable. This option
begins to address some of the underlying housing
issues that (negatively) affect The Meadows,
and which will start the process of improving
housing choice on the estate, both in terms of
the type of accommodation offered, and the
mix of tenures presented. This option forms
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Option 3: Radical Intervention

thereby contributing to an anticipated uplift in
property values across the estate as a whole.

5.7

Figure 5.3 summarises the key features of

l Accelerating the pace of regeneration

Option 3.

that The Meadows estate experiences,
achieving a greater direct output in terms

Key advantages of this approach are:

of improvements to the housing stock of the

l Greater connections to surrounding areas, the

estate, and diversification of the tenure

physical gap lessened in key frontage areas

throughout the estate.

e.g. London Road
l A greater number of clear and attractive gateways
l Co-location of community facilities to promote
sustainable use and create neighbourhood and
city destinations
l Development of a great housing quality, tenure
and choice
l Full integration between ‘New’ and ‘Old Meadows’
Key weaknesses of this approach:
l Large areas of clearance and redevelopment of
public and private properties
l Significant community disruption
l Lack of support from community, stakeholders
and political.

Summary
5.8

This option is the most radical in terms of
clearance and remodelling, however, there are a
number of major benefits for The Meadows.
These include:
l A greater appeal to the market as specific
development opportunities. This will
particularly be achieved by creating frontages
onto the key routes that surround the estate.
l Achieving a more rational and deliverable
series of development sites. Delivering a
greater transformational impact. Remodelling
the estate in the manner envisaged in Option
3 would help to re-position the perceptions of
the site within the broader Nottingham area,
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5.9

However, this approach would result in large scale
disturbance in The Meadows and this would be
unsatisfactory for the community.

Figure 5.3: Option 3 - Radical Intervention

05
The Preferred Option

Figure 5.4: Preferred Option

5.10 Following the ‘scoring’ of the three options by
the consultant and client team (see the Options
Appraisal Report), Nottingham City Council
developed a preferred option for inclusion in their
Private Finance Initiative bid. The hybrid option
was in essence based upon the intermediate
option that scored best in the appraisal against
the Statements of Intent. It reduces the size of
the areas to be redeveloped so that only the
unpopular or unsustainable housing is included,
the majority of which are flats, maisonettes and
sheltered housing schemes (illustrated in Fig 8.7)
The Preferred Option, as refined by consultation,
forms the spatial Neighbourhood Plan, and is
described in detail in Chapter 7 of this report.
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engagement and consultation
ENGAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION
Community working group
6.1

develop the issues and agree the content of the

events carried out by Community Working Group

baseline and vision document.

representatives took place across The Meadows

The Community Working Group consists of a
number of active members of The Meadows

to try and ensure that all groups were reached

Community Consultation - ‘Issues’

including the hard-to-reach and vulnerable. In all

community, who are passionate about seeing
The first major community consultation in summer

people; resulting in 425 completed surveys. Over

contains representatives from numerous different

2008 focussed on the issues which had been

85% supported the overall vision and themes of the

community groups and includes members from

identified by the Community Working Group together

proposal, and less than 3% disagreed or strongly

each of the three tenant and resident associations.

with Taylor Young and Nottingham City Council in the

disagreed. This response has provided a platform

vision document. A number of events, meetings and

for the continuing development of the plan with

They ensure that local people are involved

workshops were held at various venues across the

community support.

at every level of decision making within the

area including the use of a consultation van. Over

regeneration process. They have also championed

400 members of the community engaged with these

the themes and promoted engagement with the

events from a wide spectrum of different groups

process amongst the Community.

including local businesses, youth and schools. The

The Meadows achieve its potential. The group

6.2

there were 31 events which engaged around 500
6.5

feedback was of general agreement with the five
6.3

The group has been crucial in shaping the

themes and support for the development of the

proposals within the Neighbourhood Plan, ensuring

Neighbourhood Plan.

that it meets the needs of the community. By
acting as a sounding board for local residents they
have enabled Nottingham City Council to be aware
of issues, queries and objections to proposals
from the local community. They have been
involved in capacity building, including training
and visits to other regeneration areas. As part of
the issues consultation they undertook additional
consultation training and helped devise the
contents of information packs so that they were

Resident’s workshops

equipped to run consultation events themselves.

Consultation – ‘The beginning’

6.7

Two more detailed community workshops aimed at
residents and stakeholders within the community

6.4

Community consultation has been carried out

took place.

Consultation - Draft Plan

The first of these focussed on housing issues and

6.9

in partnership by Neighbourhood Regeneration,
6.8

Neighbourhood Management and The Meadows

Community Consultation – ‘Solutions’

Neighbourhood Plan were made to Area 8

Meadows involved in these proposals. The second

Committee, The Meadows Partnership Trust

During February and March 2009, a further stage

discussed with residents and businesses the proposals

and the Community Working Group. With broad

Community Working Group and attendance at a

of consultation took place to discuss the proposed

to locate a new district centre. The findings from

approval from these, a series of storyboards

number of events and publicity to raise awareness

solutions to previously agreed issues. A number of

these have helped to develop the plan, for example

outlining the themes from the plan were

of the Neighbourhood Plan. The group helped to

large council-led events alongside smaller local

the location of the new district centre.

developed for the next major consultation events.

development of a joint consultation plan which
identified audience gaps, the establishment of the
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During May 2009, presentations on the draft

how this will affect the areas of the Old and New

Partnership Trust. Initial stages involved the

6.6

06
Over 30 events were held throughout June and

6.11 These various techniques have enabled the

July 2009, again using a number of different

community to fully understand the process and

venues and approaches to attract all sections of

proposals, thus increasing a sense of ownership

the community. The storyboards reflected the

and involvement. Further publicity for and

results of previous consultation and showed areas

consultation on this completed Neighbourhood

for redevelopment and remodelling as well as

Plan will be carried out, and consultation

the new District centre and improvements to the

must continue to form an integral part of the

infrastructure. The events were well publicised

development of the PFI proposals, and the

and where possible were linked to other Meadows

development and implementation of all the

events such as Medfest. 400 questionnaires

proposals in the plan.
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6.10 A range of consultation tools and methods
have been implemented during the development
process of the Neighbourhood Plan. This
has included:
l Exhibition boards
l Frequently Asked Questions
l Fly through showing redevelopment
and remodelling
l 3 D model showing remodelling
l PowerPoint presentations
l On-line questionnaires
l Consultation bus and marquees
l Extensive publicity – publications, flyers,
letters and posters
l Youth videos of consultation
l Clown and children’s entertainers
l Coffee mornings
l Website and YouTube
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Figure 7.1: Meadows Neighbourhood Plan

Introduction
7.1

Office of the Deputy Prime Minister; upon which the
essence of the jigsaw is based.

This Neighbourhood Plan (see Figure 7.1) is based
on the development of the Options, the Preferred

7.5

Using the Statements of Intent, the Plan:

Option and informed by the Community and wider
l Resolves connectivity both internally

stakeholders, as set out in the previous chapters.

and externally
7.2

The Neighbourhood Plan illustrated in Figure 7.1

l Builds on a sense of place

opposite is a revision of the Plan used during

l Improves the quality and choice of the

consultation with the community and addresses

housing stock

the key principles to drive change within The

l Uses sustainability as a key driver

Meadows. These principles include:

of regeneration
l Looks to improve education and work

l Building new homes

opportunities within the community

l Remodelling in The New Meadows
l A new district centre

7.6

Generally the Plan reconnects The Meadows to

l Connecting The Meadows

the City and adjacent neighbourhoods, as well as

l Old Meadows improvements

ensuring improved links to and better coverage

l Embankment improvements

by public transport, including bus, rail, cycling,

l The holistic approach to community matters

walking and new NET routes. The Meadows also

and eco-neighbourhoods

needs to be easily identified as a Neighbourhood
within the City and therefore physical change

7.3

Prior to going into detail, the concept of the

through new high quality built form and public

Neighbourhood Plan is described below and the

realm is required at gateway locations to announce

layers of the plan are shown in Fig 7.3.

arrival and ‘brand’ the Neighbourhood (see Fig 7.5).

Neighbourhood Plan Concept

7.7

The Plan seeks to improve the character and
quality of place through focussed clearance of the

7.4
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The Meadows Neighbourhood Plan looks at the

unpopular flats and maisonettes and the outdated

strategic position of The Meadows to the South of

sheltered accommodation. This will address the

the City and takes advantage of its location. The

imbalance in housing type and tenure and create

key aim is to develop its potential to improve the

aspirational housing to retain existing and attract

quality of life and opportunities for the existing

new residents. The flats and maisonettes are a key

community first and foremost, and then also

contributor to issues around high tenant turnover;

create an environment in which new residents

leading to a lack of community cohesion as well as

and businesses want to become part. Quality of

their design contributing to anti-social behaviour.

life pervades many aspects of our lives and this is

The sheltered accommodation does not conform to

illustrated in Figure 7.2. Quality of life is about long

latest best practice in terms of layout, design and

term sustainable communities and indeed reference

energy efficiency and would be cost prohibitive and

should be made to ‘Sustainable Communities:

unsustainable to convert, as described in Chapter 8

Homes For All’ published 30th January 2005 by the

and illustrated in Figure 8.7.
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Figure 7.2: Quality of Life Jigsaw

Victoria Embankment and the River Trent are potentially excellent assets for the Meadows

7.8

The Plan proposes to remodel the majority of the

7.10 Support and help for existing tenants, residents

housing in the ‘New Meadows’ creating a more

and businesses throughout the whole process

traditional streetscape and usable structure,

of redevelopment and remodelling will be an

which is easy to navigate, safe to use and has a

essential requirement for successful delivery

relationship to the surrounding built form. Chapter

of the plan. Extensive individual consultation

8 describes the remodelling in detail, but by

with affected residents, for development of a

making such physical improvements, the Plan aims

resident support package and the involvement of a

to further improve the quality of place and thus

specialist liaison and support team will be crucial

raise the aspirations of housing quality, choice and

in order to allay fears and concerns, give certainty

opportunities in terms of ownership.

about details and timelines and help ensure
residents needs are catered for.

7.9

Replacement homes and refurbished properties
should be of a high quality externally and add

7.11 The ‘Old Meadows’ will be improved through

to the visual enhancement of The Meadows; to

environmental enhancement of the streets, rights

add environmental quality and thus also change

of way and alleys, as well as additional initiatives

perceptions of the area, especially at gateways

with regard to neighbourhood management,

into and arterial routes through The Meadows.

building on the strong work already undertaken. In
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physical terms this work includes the development

7.14 Sustainability is at the heart of the Plan and past
studies i.e. The Ozone, have heavily influenced

of frontages and re-organisation of traffic flows.

our approach to sustainability within The

Improvements to privately owned stock especially

Meadows. The key concept is its location close to

in the ‘Old Meadows’, will be encouraged through

the City Centre and rail station, making it a highly

grant and loan schemes. Landlord accreditation

strategic site for real sustainable urban living. In

or additional licensing is proposed, and with an

addition to its location, The Meadows provides the

aspiration to introduce a better mix of tenures,

opportunity to ensure sustainable construction

the possibility of using a Registered Social

is rolled out to New Homes, the District Centre

7.17 The Plan is illustrated spatially and is not a detailed

Landlord (RSL) partner to buy up private-landlord

and Public Realm. Improved energy efficiency

masterplan, but an overarching Framework to

run properties, refurbish and then put back into

and use of micro renewables should also be

inform site specific proposals, investment and

use through a mix of tenures (rent / shared equity

extended across the retained stock to increase the

funding strategy and socio-economic initiatives.

/ open market sale) is explored. Physical change

Neighbourhood’s green credentials.

The following paragraphs set out the broad

is all tied in with a pro-active community who

move on to become full time police officers.

7.16 General themes explored above are now described
in detail based on the ‘layers’ of the framework.

Neighbourhood Plan: Overarching Principles

principles which underpin the Plan and describes

can only be driven by the community and so this
7.15 Lastly, this Plan will not succeed if it does not

in more detail the layers of the Plan which create

can also influence socio-economic change in their

provide the opportunity to the Community

the foundation on which all future projects will be

area. Such initiatives as energy efficiency, resident

within the Neighbourhood for economic

implemented. These layers include:

action, street clubs, community street festivals

advancement. Whilst this issue is tackled in

and community led action on vacant properties all

detail in Chapters 9 and 10 there are physical

• Land Use

contribute to positive changes to perceptions of

elements which contribute to socio-economic

• Urban Form

The Meadows within the wider community.

transformation. Such elements as cycleway,

• Movement, Public Realm and Open Space

road, footpath and public transport links to

• Public Transport

7.12 The Embankment and Park will be improved in terms

schools, colleges and employment areas,

of design quality and promoted to raise awareness

the relocation of the District Centre to a

of this asset and thus increase usage, as described

more prominent location, and better retail,

and illustrated in Chapter 8. This area is subject to a

commercial and community offers, all improve

masterplanning exercise which will ensure its status

the potential of the neighbourhood. Employment

as a destination park as described later.

and training initiatives based around the
construction opportunities delivering The

7.13 A new district centre as illustrated in the Plan
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Community Protection Officers, many of whom

of Homezones, residents parking, personalisation

Meadows regeneration as well as the exploration

will not only provide a new heart and focus for

of start-up units and entrepreneurial support

the community, but will also offer a better retail

within The Meadows encouraging creativity and

choice of local and national stores. It will also

self advancement. Finally, the promotion of

provide good quality community facilities and

Neighbourhood Management initiatives based

employment opportunities. To ensure this centre

around new and improved community facilities

works a greater footfall of use is required by

and an Energy Learning Centre should be used as

the residents. This can be assisted through an

a stepping stone to employment opportunities

improved offer, better road, footpath and public

within the fields of community and social

transport connections and better community

work, policing, facility management, energy,

facilities. Chapter 8 sets out the proposals for the

construction and events coordination. This is

district centre in detail.

already demonstrated through the City Councils’

Figure 7.3: Layers of the Neighbourhood Plan
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Figure 7.4: Land Use

Land Use

that comprise self-contained homes with design
features and support services to enable self-

7.18 Figure 7.4 illustrates the proposed mix of land

care and independent living. This model of older

uses within the development sites across The

persons accommodation is aimed at providing

Meadows. The aim is to provide a good quality

older people with a “home for life”. The flexible

housing offer within the heart of The Meadows,

design of both building and services allows people

as well as presenting the Neighbourhood to the

to remain living at home even when their care and

outside world as a place to live, through the

support needs increase. Extra care housing can

development of a number of prominent gateways

provide an alternative housing choice especially

and Neighbourhood ‘edge’ sites.

for people with disabilities, frailty or health needs
who do not need or want to move to long term

7.19 These development sites have been assembled

care such as residential or nursing homes. Extra

from the existing private development sites

care enables couples to remain living together

as indicated in the previous AAP study and the

even when one half of the partnership is in need

identification of unpopular housing (flats and

of care and support at a high level.

maisonettes) and accommodation in need of cost
prohibitive refurbishment (sheltered housing),

7.22 The housing offer for older people needs to

the location of which is illustrated in Figure 8.7.

reflect the fact that they are not a homogenous

The mix of house types and tenures is described

group. Older people will have individual needs

in detail in Chapter 10, but there will be a good

and aspirations for their future. It is recognised

balance between social and private for sale

that some people will want to remain living in the

homes, ensuring that no-one wishing to stay in The

general needs housing or other sheltered scheme

Meadows is refused new accommodation. Areas of

(NCC or RSL) in the community and others will

The New Meadows not highlighted for demolition

want to avail themselves of a more specialist

will be part of the Neighbourhood remodelling

provision. All the housing needs to be accessible

proposals described generally later in this Chapter

and of a high quality to meet these aspirations.

and in more detail in Chapter 8.
7.23 It is proposed that the District Centre is rebuilt
7.20 In order to ensure that older people can access all

to adjoin the New Meadows Square and take

the local services and retail outlets it is proposed

advantage of The Meadows Gateway and Southside

to position two extra care housing schemes close to

Regeneration Area developments, to exploit this

the retail centres. These are planned to be located

location and capture passing trade, promote links to

adjacent to the district centre and local centre at

the City Centre and, through increased use, offer a

Toll Bridge. This will allow the older people who live

better range of retail, commercial and community

within them to access the public transport, shops

services. Indeed its position has been altered

and other community facilities in these locations.

following consultation with residents and businesses
to ensure it is still part of The Meadows and

7.21 The extra care proposed in The Meadows will be in

positively addresses a reopened and reinvigorated

keeping with the Nottingham Model for extra care

Arkwright Street as illustrated in Chapter 8. The

housing agreed by the Council. The term ‘extra

District Centre will add an element of retail use back

care’ housing is used to describe developments

into Arkwright Walk, which historically was a retail
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artery out of the City Centre. The retail offer is set-

add a positive element to the mix and create

out in Chapter 8 and 9, it is envisaged that it will

stronger links to the wider commercial opportunities

include the current mix of retailers anchored with a

in the surrounding districts and City Centre. It is

small supermarket, and an increased offer including

proposed that some commercial space is developed

pubs, cafés, restaurants, some commercial office

as part of the District Centre, on the approach

space, a one-stop Council services facility and a new

to the City from Trent Bridge (at the junction

community centre (incorporating an Energy Learning

with Arkwright Walk) and approach into Meadow

Centre) to replace that located on Queens Walk,

Lane and Eastside Development Zone. A larger

the old facility being retained but redeveloped for

commercial offer is also proposed at the City and

housing or other use. In addition to the established

Meadows Gateway from the south west, alongside

retail offer, the inclusion of a local enterprise centre

Queens Drive, exploiting the currently semi-derelict

which promotes new businesses and retailing,

warehouses along the river on Riverside Way. This

providing a local, creative perspective, will add new

location though led by a commercial offer would

energy and vibrancy to this ‘front door’ into The

also be an ideal location for residential development

Meadows. Whilst retailing will be located primarily

taking advantage of the riverside setting. A mix of

at ground floor, commercial and community uses can

townhouses and apartments would suit this location,

be placed at 1st and 2nd floors.

but would be dependant on demand and need at the
time of delivery.

7.24 In order to ensure that all of The Meadows is
serviced in terms of easy access to shops for the

7.26 Finally, in terms of land use, the leisure offer is

community additional, new and enhanced retail

improved through the strengthening of facilities

facilities have been proposed at the Toll Bridge to

along the Embankment, with a proposed café

support the limited offer already in this location

/ restaurant at Trent Bridge and a leisure hub

(newsagents and café) and exploit the positioning

forming the termination of the vista south along

of the NET station and proposed commercial

Wilford Grove. The leisure hub will offer improved

uses. Indeed previous proposals close to this

changing facilities for the sports pitches on the

location have included a larger supermarket which

Embankment and water sports associated with this

would have served passing trade as much as the

stretch of the river. In addition to these active

community. If such an offer re-emerges then its

leisure uses, the hub could be expanded to contain

positive and negative impacts on The Meadows will

a crèche, toilets, meeting rooms, refreshment

need to be assessed by the City Council’s Planning

kiosk and café / restaurant to make the most of

Team at that time. It is proposed that this mix of

the location, and encourage both weekend and

offer is then also reflected at the southern end of

weekday use of this city-wide resource. Associated

Arkwright Walk, at the junction with London Road,

with hub would be a series of attractions including

strengthening this gateway into The Meadows and

a new play park, water play facility and improved

adding to the retail and commercial offer in this

bandstand. The catalyst for this improvement to

location. This way the whole of The Meadows gains

the Embankment offer is the flood defence works

greater access to shops and services.

which not only protect The Meadows from flooding
but also improve the footpath / cycleway network

7.25 The Meadows is primarily a residential
neighbourhood, however, a commercial offer will
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alongside the river (see Chapter 8 for further
details of the flood alleviation works).

Figure 7.5: Urban Form
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Urban Form

offer good quality sustainable routes, especially

the skyline and visual interest of the place,

lost as Sheriffs Way now ‘dog-legs’ to the Northwest

with the proposed NET route crossing the Toll

but also act as orientation points and branding

from the original alignment. The Plan proposes

Bridge. These Gateways will utilise existing

opportunities to signify how The Meadows is

straightening the route from Kirkby Gardens

to the existing context of The Meadows, whilst

qualities of place, such as the Memorial Gardens

changing through regeneration and a pro-active

towards The Meadows Gateway to provide a more

accommodating the proposals for delivering

at the suspension bridge, and the ‘circus’ at the

community. Any ‘internal’ landmarks will aid

direct processionary route to and from the City.

the Vision. To this end Figure 7.5 illustrates the

Toll Bridge.

resident and visitor orientation in The Meadows,

Through careful design of the enclosed built form

providing distinctive points to enable way finding

and streetscape it will provide an unfolding journey

and mental mapping.

from The Meadows Gateway down to the river.

7.27 In terms of Urban Form the Plan needs to respond

Urban Form, setting out Gateways, Landmarks,
Vistas, Massing, Key Frontages and Estate
Remodelling Areas.

7.32 Landmarks are used to emphasise the built form at
the Gateways, act as header buildings at the top of
key streets, advertise the presence of a different

7.28 The Gateways form different relationships

7.34 There are three key vistas which to some degree

use, orientation point, or provide interest as part

already exist. These vistas provide long views

with their contextual setting. For example, the

of an unfolding vista or street scene. Key landmarks

from the river into the heart of the City, providing

‘Meadows Gateway’ is both a Gateway to The

illustrated in Figure 7.5 include:

landmark and panoramic views of the City’s

Meadows and a Gateway to the City. It also acts as
a focus for the Southside Regeneration Area and
station approaches. They should also advertise
the presence of The Meadows to visitors and citywide residents entering the City from the south,
encouraging them also to consider The Meadows as

skyline. The aim is to preserve these views and
l The Energy Learning / Community Centre – as
part of District Centre

enhance their contribution to The Meadows. See
Figure 7.5 for locations.

l The new District Centre – in the form of a
prime retail unit or public art
l The Leisure Hub

a place to visit, and perhaps move to or invest in.

7.35 As stated previously, Arkwright Walk was a key
artery into the City, and the line of the street
is still preserved in the fabric of the current
layout. It is proposed that; coupled with the

7.29 The Gateways at Trent Bridge and the junction

new built form lining this street, the street itself

of Queens Drive / Riverside Way must clearly

is enhanced and the unfolding vista to the rail

announce arrival at The Meadows. This could be

station and City beyond is preserved.

achieved through strong creative architecture and
Public Realm, which relate to the river as much as
the surrounding built form.
7.30 The intermediate Gateways, near NG2, Wilford
Road, County Road and at the Southern end of
Arkwright Walk / Street, should act as wayfinders
to visitors and residents entering The Meadows
as pedestrians, cyclists, motorists or on public
transport (depending on junction type).

7.33 Landmarks can be detailed in a number of
ways, including changes in storey heights and

7.31 The final two Gateways are the ‘bridging’

building massing, use of architectural detailing

Gateways from the south, including the suspension

and different materials, creation of new Public

bridge opposite the Memorial Gardens and the Toll

Realm, use of art or indeed the development

Bridge at the foot of Queens Walk. They provide

of community facilities and community focused

direct links from West Bridgford and Wilford

activities. All these ‘tools’ create vibrant and

is Wilford Grove which links the embankment with

development in The Meadows, the built form

respectively across the river into the City, and

individual landmarks which not only add to

the City visually. The vista at street level has been

must work with the existing structure of the

7.36 The central spine of The Meadows Neighbourhood

7.37 In terms of height and massing of new
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Neighbourhood and environs. Building heights

7.41 These key principles are demonstrated in the 3D

can, however, be dealt with in terms of general

animation prepared by Taylor Young as part of the

principles. Properties should generally be

community engagement process for this project.

restricted to 2 storeys where they directly relate
to existing low-rise built form. Building heights

7.42 In principle, built form will provide activity

increase to 3 storeys at Gateways and frontage

at street level, with retail, community and

sites and within the heart of The Meadows, where

commercial spaces directly fronting the street

3-storey built form is already present or the site is

with large windows and entrances, inviting

appropriate owing to its immediate environs, i.e.

passers-by to use the facilities etc. Residential

the former tram depot fronting Bathley Street or

properties will use a number of methods to

the former school off Green Street.

address the street with habitable rooms positioned
to the front of the dwellings. Building lines will

7.38 Buildings are only higher than 3 storeys in very
focussed and targeted areas. These include the

the street, others having defensible space in the

District Centre, relating to The Meadows Gateway,

form of front gardens and others located around

at the foot of Arkwright Street within the London

squares or courtyards depending on location and

Road Gateway, and the commercial development

existing local character.

at Riverside Way leading into the bottom of
Queens Walk, which relates to the current 6-storey
apartments, the riverside setting and prominent
gateway nature of this area.
7.39 The development sites need to be ‘grounded’
in order to work. To do this they need to be set
within a framework of Public Realm (see later
paragraphs in this chapter) and the remodelling
of the retained New Meadows. The concepts
behind the remodelling will be dealt with here and
examined in greater detail in Chapter 8 as part of
the exploration of case studies.
7.40 The remodelling will:
l Create a legible network of shared streets
and lanes
l Remove ‘backland’ open spaces and parking courts
l Provide Public Realm which is overlooked, safe
and attractive.
l Provide homes with defensible front gardens
and private rear gardens
l Rotate houses to ‘front streets’
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vary with some homes accessed directly from

Figure 7.6: Public Realm and Open Space Hierarchy
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Movement, Public Realm and Open Space

7.50 Neighbourhood Parks: There are two parks of a

l Community Squares and Gardens

hierarchy is driven by pedestrian movement

l School Grounds

rather than vehicular movement. For this

size to be classed as neighbourhood parks. Queens

l Hubs and Nodes

reason neighbourhood avenues may be primary

Walk Recreational Ground and Riverside Play Park

within The Meadows are treated as a whole. The

l Junctions into and out of The Meadows

vehicular, secondary vehicular or pedestrian

provide local amenity for the residents within

aim is to ensure that the existing Open Spaces are

l Neighbourhood Avenues

only, as seen in the movement hierarchy.

their vicinity. Only Riverside Play Park requires

supplemented with a network of interconnecting

l Community Streets

permeable routes that encourage and provide

l Community Lanes

easy access to the City, adjacent neighbourhoods,

l Green Lanes and Safe Routes to Schools

parks and gardens within the neighbourhood, as

l Connections out to Surrounding Neighbourhoods

7.43 Movement, the Public Realm and Open Space

investment in equipment and landscape amenity.
7.46 Each of the elements which make up the public
realm hierarchy is described below.

adults. Both are fronted with housing areas to be
remodelled, and opportunities should be taken

7.47 Victoria Embankment: The prevalent use in

well as in themselves, providing some amenity

Queen’s Walk is well used by both children and

to turn properties to overlook the parks and offer

space for use by residents. By balancing the need

It should be noted that the Public Realm elements

this vicinity is for sports, primarily football,

to better connect the area, both internally and

(Hubs and Nodes through to Green Lanes) apply to

and this should be retained and enhanced with

with neighbouring residential and employment

both new routes and improved routes across The

other activities. The Riverside Walk is part of the

locations, against minimising the potential for

Old and New Meadows.

Victoria Embankment ‘City Park’, offering a linear

is already a well managed community garden

promenade and is currently being enhanced with the

off Kirkby Gardens which could be extended to

Environment Agency flood defence works. A design

front Arkwright Walk and become a higher profile

an increase in through traffic it encourages the
use of tram, bus, cycling and walking as the

7.44 The focus of the Public Realm or highway network

greater passive surveillance.
7.51 Community Gardens and Garden Squares: There

primary connectors within The Meadows and to

will be to have roads which are shared between

led solution must be followed to integrate the flood

space. The gardens would still be managed and

its surroundings. A key aim of the proposals is

all users, making it a safe and attractive area for

defences into the landscape, paying careful attention

run in their current form. In addition to the

to simplify the movement network within the

non-motorised users as well as motorised traffic.

to minimise effects on the tree-lined Boulevard.

community gardens, it is proposed to incorporate

New Meadows as part of the redevelopment and

In terms of pedestrian priority; Community Lanes

remodelling of properties, which in turn will

are at the top followed by Community Streets and

encourage more journeys by sustainable modes,

Neighbourhood Avenues. These terms are intended

and the Neighbourhood Plan proposes that this

of the residential areas and provide orientation

due to an improved perception of personal safety.

to show relative priority for motorised traffic within

will be retained as an existing through route. The

points within the neighbourhood for visitors, a

This concept of streets becoming community

the area and are not intended to mean that the

benefits of this are that activity will be ongoing

pedestrian priority space within the streetscape,

assets is derived from DCLG/DFT ‘Manual for

avenues should be heavily trafficked in any way. The

by the riverside which is good for its vitality and

and also provide the opportunity for the local

Streets’ and CABE SPACE ‘This Way to Better

avenues within The Meadows will provide the main

personal safety issues. Closing the road is likely

community to take ownership of a local space and

Residential Streets’ following the principles that

spines for accessing its homes, goods and services

to create significant problems with traffic moving

use it for their own activities and events.

the streets and lanes of a neighbourhood are

by foot, cycle, bus, tram and / or private car as

into residential streets in The Meadows, but traffic

developed specifically for their unique context.

a series of community garden squares into the
7.48 Victoria Embankment Road runs along the riverside

illustrated in Figures 7.6 to 7.9. Each of these figures

speeds must be carefully controlled through traffic

Within these routes is a series of smaller squares,

is driven by the public realm strategy and should be

calming and policing/monitoring.

gardens, hubs and nodes which provide a local

seen as overlays of this overarching strategy.

offer them the opportunity to take ownership of

7.45 The movement hierarchy demonstrates the type

7.52 Hubs and Nodes: Are quality areas of Public Realm
which could be in the form of squares and courts
located at gateways and key junctions. They take

7.49 Formal Gardens: As part of the wider

level of focus for the surrounding residents and

neighbourhood. These are located in the heart

the form of ‘designed in’ traffic calming measures,

embankment riverside experience, the formal

creating shared surface spaces which are ‘owned’

the spaces. This network of spaces and routes

of movement that each route will experience,

Memorial Gardens offer a counterpoint to the

by the pedestrian rather than the motorist. At

is illustrated in Figure 7.6 and the hierarchy for

each street has been designed to complement

adjoining sports pitches. The gardens are well

gateway locations the treatments complement the

Public Realm and Open Space is described below

the quality and amenity of the public realm an

maintained, but underused and require better

enclosure provided by the built form, and assist in

from strategic to a local level of importance:

create a human response to the environment

incorporation into the open space structure and

announcing arrival, whilst also clearly signifying that

and the legibility of place. To ensure that

improved profile through publicity linked to an

The Meadows is a residential neighbourhood. Where

l Victoria Embankment City Park

the pedestrian is placed at the top of the

events programme for the entire Embankment

possible properties fronting these spaces should be

l Formal Gardens (Memorial Gardens)

user hierarchy and sustainable methods of

within The Meadows, creating active events

detailed to provide unique elements which add to

l Neighbourhood Parks

movement are promoted, the public realm

throughout the year.

the character and legibility of the public realm.
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Figure 7.7: Proposed Movement Hierarchy

7.53 Junctions into and out of The Meadows: At

residents and visitors will be a mix of both on and

present The Meadows only has two primary

off street. This concept is described in greater

access points, Riverside Way and Bathley Street.

detail in Chapter 8.

With these routes both being in the south of the
area, it reduces the chances of activity in the

7.56 Community Streets: Providing the connections

north of The Meadows through passing trade.

into the neighbourhood from the avenues. The

A clear balance needs to be made between

streets will be treated as traditional streets with

improving penetration into the area from the

segregated pedestrian paths and carriageways.

north and preventing through traffic from using

The streets will however be detailed with defined

The Meadows as a short cut. To this end, the

parking in bays and traffic calming devices

reconnected Arkwright Walk could provide a

designed into the street. Traffic calming will use

logical connection from The Meadows Gateway

horizontal deflection of the roadway instead of

scheme into the north of The Meadows.

humps, with single carriageway stretches with
priority given to oncoming vehicles.

7.54 Improved access into the north of The Meadows
will lead on from the guidance given in The

7.57 Community Lanes: Will be landscaped according

Meadows Gateway Supplementary Planning

to the principles of a Homezone, with shared

Document (2005) which states “the approach

carriageways interspersed with large and small

from Carrington Street and into The Meadows

specimen trees, planting and lawns appropriate

requires (being) strengthened by reassertion

to its character. Residential units adjoining the

of the line of the original Arkwright Street in

lanes will have defensible space where space

conjunction with a downgrading of Meadows

permits in the form of front gardens or simple

Way”. “A key aim in addressing the opportunity

railings to provide some privacy from the street.

to redevelop this part of the site is to achieve

The development of Community Lanes will create

the physical connection of The Meadows with the

a pedestrian and cycle friendly environment

northern part of the area and overcome physical

across the neighbourhood. Some of the narrower

severance.” The junction improvements will

streets may become one-way in consultation with

prioritise direct access for pedestrians, cyclists

residents (see Chapter 8).

and public transport. At the existing primary
access points in the south of The Meadows,

7.58 Green Lanes, Cycle Routes and Safe Routes to

pedestrian and cycling crossing points should be

Schools: The concept of the Green Lane takes

improved to ensure direct and safe routes.

the form of an allocated and signed footpath /
cycleway. Green Lanes overlay other streets within

7.55 Neighbourhood Avenues: Create strong
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the hierarchy as well as create some of their own

identifiable routes through the neighbourhood

routes. Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 7.8, the

using the boulevard character of Queens Walk

network of Green Lanes incorporates the three

as their inspiration, with most acting as the

primary schools and should also be promoted as

primary and secondary vehicle routes into the

part of the ‘safe routes to schools’ initiative. All

neighbourhood. The streets will be traditional

these routes must be well overlooked, well lit and

in nature with footpaths and street trees of

signposted to provide safe and attractive routes,

an appropriate size for the street. Parking for

open to all.

07
7.59 Important aspects to providing these routes
include them being obvious to users, removal of

Figure 7.8: Green Lanes

subways to allow safe at grade crossing points and
ensuring directness between key trip generators.
Key strategic pedestrian and cycle links for The
Meadows will be:
l Arkwright Walk ‘Neighbourhood Link’.
l The junction at Sheriff’s Way to Cattlemarket
Road with pedestrian/ cycle crossing
improvements on London Road.
l The Big Track – pedestrian cycle route along
River Trent north bank from Queen’s Drive to
Trent Bridge and on towards Waterside canal
and its associated crossings.
l Canal bridge near Meadow Lane into the south
east of The Meadows, the Bathley Street /
Meadows Way junction.
l Queen’s Walk to King’s Meadow Road (NG2
main entrance). Including the improvement of
crossing facilities for pedestrians and cyclists
on Queens Drive.
l Meadows Way to Castle Bridge Road
l Meadows Way to Queen’s Drive/ Wilford Road
l Wilford Grove to Victoria Embankment
l Wilford Crescent to Victoria Embankment.
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Figure 7.9: Public Transport

Public Transport

Nottingham City Council, Nottinghamshire Police
and local bus operators.

7.60 At present the eastern part of The Meadows
is extremely well catered for in terms of bus

7.63 A secondary south to north link to serve the Old

transport with the main link between Nottingham

Meadows area, using the existing route between

City Centre and many suburbs and villages to the

Bathley Street, Wilford Grove and Sheriff’s Way,

south of the city being via Meadows Way east.

will be retained in addition to the new primary

However, elsewhere there are fewer connections

route on Arkwright Walk.

within the area and this is recognised in Chapter
9 of the Greater Nottingham Local Transport Plan

7.64 Nottingham City Transport’s number 48 service

2 which recommends “a review (is) undertaken

currently provides a north east to south west

of potential improvements to services operating

link through The Meadows using Sheriff’s Way,

through The Meadows”.

Robin Hood Way before joining Queen’s Drive.

7.61 As part of the Neighbourhood Plan it is proposed

Retaining this link across the neighbourhood

to redirect a limited number of the buses from

is of key importance to both trips within The

Meadows Way to Arkwright Walk, as illustrated

Meadows and for residents to access work and

in Figure 7.9. Meadows Way would for now still

leisure opportunities immediately adjacent to

remain the primary bus route to the South of the

their area. As part of the proposed movement

city. There are a number of benefits to this:

hierarchy this service will link with the primary
north to south bus network at Arkwright Walk,

l Some services will provide a more direct route
to the City Centre.
l Is closer to more of the residential properties
within The Meadows.
l Improves legibility and use of the currently

whilst connecting with the tram stop near Robin
Hood Way/ Queen’s Walk. Increasing the options
for interchange between different modes of
passenger transport will improve The Meadows’
connectivity with its surroundings.

underused Arkwright Walk.
l Improves perception of the area with a main

7.65 The NET Phase 2 highway proposals show lay-bys

bus route through the District Centre.

on the western part of Meadows Way. As part of

l A long term aspiration may be to re-route

the Neighbourhood Plan it is proposed to retain

some of these services onto London Road,

Meadows Way as a road in this section also in order

but this would need to be subject to a

to provide connections to new development sites.

further study.
7.66 The future tram network, NET Phase 2, will
7.62 A key aspect to the success of Arkwright Walk
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provide excellent transport links through The

will be providing a route which continues to

Meadows, running on-street at Meadows Way west

readily allow pedestrian and cycle movements

and Queen’s Walk. As well as giving Meadows

and a direct bus route, whilst preventing general

residents better access to nearby employment

through traffic from using this as a short cut. For

opportunities, the trams will bring many more

this reason a carefully designed, self enforcing

commuters through the area on a daily basis,

physical barrier such as rising bollards would

allowing the revitalised Meadows to sell itself

be required, subject to agreement between

to potential passing trade and potential future

07
residents. The NET proposals also provide a

any future comprehensive review of the area this

first stage of public realm improvements for

may change to take account of unique parking

the neighbourhood, which make local cycle and

conditions on football and cricket match days. This

pedestrian access opportunities more attractive.

would allow better access to parking for residents
at these times however any change would need

7.67 Residents Parking Schemes are usually designed

to balance the Civil Parking Enforcement Officer

to help residents park close to their homes

resources required to carry out enforcement of

whilst making it more difficult for non residents.

evening and weekend events and the precedent it

The North and West of The Meadows suffer

may set for other residents parking areas around

considerably from commuter parking for both the

major venues in Nottingham.

city centre and NG2. Residents Parking Schemes
prevent the use of defined spaces by anyone who

7.71 Pedestrian connections to and from the bus and

does not have a relevant parking permit. Schemes

tram routes are important also. Making streets

do not reserve individual places exclusively for

more legible as described earlier will enable

permit holders but permit holders may park within

people to see better end destinations such as the

any of the streets within their designated zone in

riverside/ Victoria Embankment from bus and tram

the resident parking bays provided. Permits are

stops, which should encourage more access into

vehicle specific and residents can also apply for a

the area by these means.

visitor permit.

Overarching Sustainable Design Principles
7.68 The majority of these schemes allow non permit
holders to park for a short period of time within
designated bays to allow access to shops.

Background
7.72 The drive behind The Meadows Neighbourhood

Businesses within residents parking areas can

Plan (as illustrated in Figure 7.10) is to address the

also apply for permits for staff and visitors and

issues that have contributed to the area having an

opportunities for loading/ unloading are provided.

uncertain and unsustainable future.

7.69 The Meadows already has a series of such schemes
in place. These are important in safeguarding

Approach
7.73 Taylor Young has developed a Sustainability

spaces for local people due to the area’s close

Delivery Framework that supports the sustainable

proximity to the city and due to the high level

delivery of projects, going beyond securing

of terraced properties without off street parking

merely environmental objectives. By applying

facilities, particularly in the Old Meadows. It is

the Sustainability Delivery Framework to a

hoped that these schemes can be expanded and

project, the scheme will not only secure high

that this would prove successful with residents

quality sustainable design, but will also ensure

particularly if within curtilage parking is to be

that it meets a range of social, economic and

introduced as part of the redevelopment and

environmental objectives that truly sustainable

remodelling in the New Meadows.

development encompasses. The Sustainability
Delivery Framework sets out the key aims of

7.70 Schemes in The Meadows currently only operate
during the working day. It may be that as part of

sustainable development, which have been set out
in the table opposite.
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Key Aim

Approach to Meadows Neighbourhood Plan

Capacity to generate renewable energy

The framework proposes significant new development, offering the opportunity to connect these development sites to centralised renewable or low carbon energy sources. This potentially could be fuelled by the heat
from the district heating system.
For other centralised renewable energy options, including ground source heat and wind, it will be more expedient to work with the Energy Group and make links with the Energy Learning Centre. This will allow use of
local research to test feasibility of new technology as well as improve viability of technology by linking it to an educational facility. This approach should also be used to explore site specific renewables, such as solar
thermal and photovoltaics, small-scale wind and ground/air source heat, utilised for individual buildings, in particular building on research into grants for low energy and renewable energy.
It is important to note that refurbished properties can connect to low carbon and renewables, although it may be more difficult to connect to centralised renewables as the infrastructure will have to be retrofitted into
existing buildings.
It is important to note that renewable energy will be a very important part of reducing the carbon footprint of the neighbourhood by providing low carbon and zero carbon energy supply, but should be supported by
measures to reduce energy demand of the neighbourhood as described below.

Sustainable layout and design

The key aims are to reduce energy demand, promote energy efficiency, minimise use of materials and resources, and ensure the development is future proofed against increased flood risk and extreme temperatures.
In terms of reducing energy demand and promoting energy efficiency guidance on layout sets out that it should seek to achieve appropriate solar gain and daylight. In terms of the individual properties, it states that
buildings should be energy efficient, promoting insulation, natural ventilation and incorporation of renewables as described above.
In terms of material and resource use, the framework proposes retention and improvement of a significant proportion of the building’s masterplan area, minimising resource use for new build and maximising existing
resources. To promote change in the area, however, new development is required. Resource use for new build should be minimised and managed through sustainable procurement of materials, construction management
to minimise waste and ensure waste is reused and recycled, and reuse and recycling of demolition waste.
In terms of future proofing proposals, design guidance to minimise energy demands of the building for heating and cooling will help deal with future extreme temperatures. In addition the framework promotes
larger private gardens and public green space that will aid urban cooling. The framework deals with increasing flood risk by respecting the purpose of the Victoria Embankment as a flood plain and by including green
infrastructure in terms of public parks, private gardens and street trees that will manage surface water. The design guidance for new properties also proposed higher ground floor levels that will reduce risk of damage
to properties from flooding.
Sustainable layout and design is about working with existing assets and ensuring new assets are as sustainable as possible.
In delivering sustainable layout and design of buildings, again it will be important to work with the Energy Group and make links with the Energy Learning Centre to use the experience they have built, such as exploring
technical feasibility and identifying grant opportunities.

Promote sustainable travel patterns

The framework creates a more permeable street network that improves connection to key destinations within the framework area, in particular cycle and pedestrian routes. It also seeks to strengthen connections to
the surrounding areas such as the City Centre and the Meadow Lane and Eastcroft area, through new links and improved gateways that promote more visible links into and out of the area. The framework also creates
stronger hubs at the tram stop locations for the proposed Nottingham Express Transit and proposes to alter bus routes through the area, strengthening connections to the public transport network.
Personal safety is important in encouraging people to use sustainable transport modes, thus utilisation of the principles of Secured by Design in designing streets and pathways is important in encouraging people to
walk, cycle and use public transport.
The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to reduce the need to travel for essential goods and services through the provision of new service centres at Tolbridge Circus and Trent Bridge Embankment.

Incorporate green space, biodiversity and
blue space

The plan proposes improvement of existing open spaces and extension of the community garden. This will ensure that within walking distance, properties in the area are served by sufficient high quality open space.
The framework design principles propose that private gardens are enlarged to make better use of the fragmented open spaces the Radburn layout of New Meadows resulted in. This, combined with the use of street
trees, provides continuous green infrastructure throughout the area. Combined with the enhancements to open spaces, the structure and quantity of green space in the area will provide significant benefits in terms of
recreation, food production (allotments), urban cooling, biodiversity, sustainable drainage and environmental aesthetics.
It is important that all these benefits are maximised through the design of spaces that are truly multifunctional. This will be achieved through the types of vegetation used to develop the green infrastructure of
the area.
In addition, the design of the buildings can add to the green infrastructure network through use of green roofs and walls and inclusion of ponds and water features. Private gardens provide an important contribution to
green space and thus where new private gardens are created, they should seek to contribute to the wider benefits of green spaces such as urban drainage, biodiversity, cool space and small scale food production.
A key principle in developing green and blue infrastructure is to build on existing assets such as existing parks and mature trees, shrubs, gassed areas, and the River Trent.
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Key Aim

Approach to Meadows Neighbourhood Plan

Achieve a sustainable mix of uses
and services

The mix of uses proposed has been assessed in terms of economic viability as well as meeting local needs. Residential development provides the majority of new development in the area and is the main land use. By
providing high quality family housing including more private housing, the housing mix will meet more needs and thus make the area attractive to more people.
The framework proposes to strengthen the district centre through the inclusion of the new community centre, the Energy Learning Centre start up units. This will increase activity in the district centre and promote
investment such as new local services and retail. The framework also proposes to develop facilities at two smaller centres at locations with existing small scale faculties. These are at Tolbridge Circus and Trent Bridge
Embankment and will provide basic facilities in areas with the poorest access to the district centre.
In the detailed design of new buildings, multiple purposes should be considered. For example, community buildings such as schools or health centres can provide a wide range of services beyond health and education,
such as community gyms, meeting facilities, conferencing faculties and childcare. Multiple purpose helps to maintain the sustainability of developments as well as providing a broader mix of uses.

Promote social inclusion / quality of life

Community involvement has been an important part of the process and the final framework has been shaped by public opinion. The existing community and businesses will be retained in the area by minimising
demolition and consequent community fragmentation, and using refurbishment and relocation options. It is important that new properties and improvements to properties are affordable to ensure existing community
and businesses can stay in the area, as well as attracting new people and businesses.
Key to this area is to promote community cohesion and safety. This has been achieved through the design principles such as advocating natural surveillance, well lit streets, street level activity and direct and legible
streets which will contribute to the final designs meeting Secured By Design.
The strong green theme to the framework will help promote a healthy environment and a good quality of life. Other factors that should be considered in detailed design include designing sensitive land uses so they are
not exposed to sources of air and noise pollution, and ensuring housing provides a healthy internal environment with adequate light and ventilation.
The framework provides a mix of services that are accessible and meet local needs, ensuring basic needs are met for all people within the area.
The framework promotes good access to sustainable transport modes, including public transport, and makes stronger connections to employment opportunities in the surrounding areas, such as the City Centre,
Meadows Gateway, Meadow Lane and Eastcroft.
In the detailed design of new buildings adaptability should be considered. For example, homes should be easily adapted for the needs of elderly, disabled people, families and for working from home. This will help to
retain local population and ensure a mixed community.
Once the physical framework to secure environmental, economic and social objective that contribute to creating a sustainable development, it is important the community are educated to ensure they use the physical
framework in the right way and they understand the benefits. This will encourage cultural sign up to an eco-neighbourhood concept as well as ensuring that on a practical level the physical framework is used properly
and works. This can be achieved through a combination of simple technologies and educational awareness programmes.

Promote economically viable solutions

Economic viability of the framework has been promoted through market testing of land uses.
Some technologies to promote sustainability are more expensive than tried and tested solutions. To achieve economic viability though the detailed design of the framework, the following principles should be followed:
• Consider a range of ‘green’ solutions to improve economic viability;
• Consider life-time costs of building operation to promote green solutions;
• Consider future markets and the desirability of buildings/developments;
• Consider value of ‘green’ image;
• Consider functionality of the building / development in the context of future environment (increased flood risk, hotter summers, water stress etc.); and
• Identify grants for sustainable solutions such as low carbon grants.

Encourage investment

The framework and design principles promote high quality physical environment and building design, provision of land uses that meet local and wider needs, and enhance connections to public transport and improved
cycling and walking environment. These are important factors in promoting investment in the area and should be retained and enhanced in the detailed design.
To achieve and encourage investment through the detailed design of the framework, the following principles should be followed:
• Ensure measures are developed that achieve quality as well as sustainability;
• Use green solutions that improve attractiveness of areas such as green infrastructure, sustainable connectivity, achieving environmental standards (value of ‘green’ image) and long-term functionality (future proofing); and,
• Strike a balance between measures with long and short pay backs to fit with periods of typical investment pay backs, but promote longer functional life time of developments.
• An important approach in securing long term investment in the area is to encourage developers to have a long term interest in the area, as oppose to ‘build and go’. This could be achieved through tying developers
into a contract that provides come back if environmental standards are not met. Also ‘eco-leases’ and green contracts that require sustainable operation when renting buildings can also encourage investment in
sustainable infrastructure by users.
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Summary

7.74 It is important to maintain the commitment

to sustainability in the framework through the
detailed design of the phases or buildings.
Sustainability should be at the heart of any
guidance or coding which emerges from this plan.
As well as creating a more attractive development
that people will want to locate to, work in
and use, the elements of the framework that
contribute to its sustainability will help ensure
that as elements of the framework are delivered
over its 20-year lifetime, it will be well equipped
to meet and indeed exceed the demands of
sustainability policy, building regulations and other
standards as they emerge. A valuable approach
to achieving future sustainability standards could
be through setting standards for The Meadows as
a whole, tying the whole neighbourhood into the
same sustainability ethos.

Conclusion
7.75 The Neighbourhood Plan as illustrated in Figure
7.10 and described above sets out the foundation
for long term change and evolution within The
Meadows. Early wins and delivery is not just
about physical intervention but also about ‘softer’
changes within the community and managing the
Neighbourhood by all stakeholders. Such proactivity changes perceptions of place and indeed
improves the physical appearance through an
increased sense of pride within a community. This
approach to community is expanded upon in the
following chapter.
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Figure 7.10: Meadows Neighbourhood Plan

four agreed case studies
FOUR AGREED CASE STUDIES

four agreed case studies
FOUR AGREED CASE STUDIES
Introduction

These are not the definitive solutions but

A) Creating a New High Street

creates a stronger retail offer, but also addresses

examples of how change could be achieved.

8.1

Following on from the previous chapter covering

As identified previously in this document the

regard to their desire to remain at the heart of

The four specific studies include the new

current retail heart of The Meadows lacks

the community. The proposals are described under

Neighbourhood Plan, this chapter ‘gets under

District Centre; ‘Creating a New High Street’,

presence, good retail and community anchors and

the following themes:

the skin’ of four specific areas of the Plan

redevelopment and remodelling in the New

limited opportunity for ‘passing trade’. In order

and demonstrates how each of these could be

Meadows, Environmental Improvements to the

to ensure that the existing independent retailers

l Creating a strong structure and Public Realm

physically detailed to deliver transformational

‘Old Meadows’ and leisure related activities along

thrive and flourish, a greater ‘footfall’ is required

l Accessibility, Transport and Parking

change for the community within The Meadows.

the Embankment.

past their front doors. In order to achieve a more

l The Retail Offer

vibrant District Centre, which is at the heart of

l The Community Offer

the community, offers the greatest choice and

l A Commercial Dimension

the broad principles and structure of the

8.3

the concerns of the community and retailers with

8.2

Figure 8.1: A New High Street

improves the viability of the shops, a number of
‘tools’ can be used:

Creating a Strong Structure and Public Realm

l Gaining a greater presence for the Centre.

8.5

l Use of retail and community anchors for the

Historically, Arkwright Street (currently Arkwright
Walk) was a retail street extending out of the

Centre, i.e. Development of a Community Centre,

City Centre. Whilst this is not a reason in itself to

Energy Learning Centre and small supermarket.

use it now as the High Street for The Meadows, it

l Better public transport access: Development of

demonstrates the logic of retail facilities evolving

a transport node which connects bus services

around key arteries into a City and the need for a

within the neighbourhood and beyond to the

strong presence and greater footfall in order for

City and surroundings.

the shops to have a long-term future. Therefore

l Lobby for a tram stop at the top of Arkwright

to ensure The Meadows’ High Street works there

Walk within Meadows Square.

are a number a structural elements which govern

l Improved vehicular access and parking facilities.

the layout of retailing, community facilities and

l Create the opportunity to attract

Public Realm.

‘passing trade’.
l Development of a quality Public Realm in

8.6

A strong gateway and presence at The Meadows

which people want to spend time, which in

Gateway. The ability to attract and use the

turn enables them to appreciate the retail

regeneration of the area between The Meadows

offer and spend money.

and station is essential. It not only improves

l Inclusion of an Extra Care facility which allows

the perception of the whole of The Meadows by

its residents direct access to shops, transport,

visitors and the rest of the City, but also invites

health and community facilities.

visitors into the High Street and subsequently
beyond, into the neighbourhood and down to the

8.4

All these tools are incorporated into the High

river and parks.

Street Proposals illustrated here in Figure 8.1.
Indeed the proposals have evolved and the
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8.7

A new lease of life for Arkwright Walk (Street).

High Street relocated, following input from the

Arkwright Walk is a direct route from the City

community. The proposals demonstrate how a

and train station down to Trent Bridge. Whilst

new High Street can be developed which not only

through traffic with the exception of buses will

08
not be permitted down Arkwright Street it will

8.8

8.12 The remaining side streets and lanes should

to exploit the Southside Regeneration Zone and

flow seamlessly from the High Street into the

to transport, this cannot be to the detriment of

offer their facilities to this emerging District;

surrounding areas.

surrounding residential areas utilising the

the retail vibrancy of the High Street. Parking must

acting as its heart and focus as well as The

hierarchy as illustrated in Chapter 7. Some of

therefore be resolved in this location, providing

Meadows. Indeed the opportunity to locate a

Good connections to the surrounding residential

these side streets will change into Community

easy access to shops and facilities. Parking should

tram stop at Meadows Square should be seriously

areas. Safer and direct access to the District

Lanes as they leave the High Street. At the

be shared to minimise its impact on the street

considered in light of the regeneration aims of

Centre is key, therefore an intimate scale to the

transition point the thresholds will be detailed

scene and townscape and be placed behind the

both neighbourhoods.

street and lane network is intrinsic to the design.

as a single vehicle width pinch point ramping up

main building lines, but accessed directly off the

Routes which are well overlooked by homes and

to form the shared surface, thus indicating the

High Street for legibility and navigation.

then give way to shops and facilities will inevitably

change in character and priorities.

The Retail Offer

create a vibrant and well-used street scene, with
residents and visitors feeling safe to walk through

Accessibility, Transport and Parking
8.13 In order for a retail High Street to thrive rather

The Community Offer
8.19 The High Street concept is as much about
community as retailing. The High Street must be

8.17 At the heart of the offer are the existing local

the area.
8.9

8.16 Whilst the aim is to create a sustainable solution

be used as local access to the High Street and

a vibrant heart outside normal shopping hours and

retailers servicing the community. Better shop

encourage family use. To this end the location of

The streets, lanes and squares within the High

than just survive, a mix of high footfalls and passing

units with better access (for shoppers and

the Community Centre and Energy Learning Centre

Street must be of a high quality whilst not being

trade with easy access is required. Arkwright Street

deliveries), storage and frontages will undoubtedly

is key to its success, as well as a new Methodist

cluttered or over-designed. Getting the right level

follows these principles to provide a good ‘offer’

benefit the community. These smaller shops will

Church building. These facilities will generate visits

and mix of signage, street furniture, lighting,

to The Meadows. At the gateway to The Meadows,

be strengthened in terms of their viability by a

to the High Street from early morning until late

trees and art can make or break a High Street.

fronting Meadows Square the built form could rise

series of ‘anchor’ uses. These uses could include

evening, providing both activity and surveillance for

up to 5 storeys, with prominent retail units flanking

an extra care unit, church, health facilities,

most of the day. This in turn encourages use of bars

the street at ground floor. The retail units wrap

City Council ‘one stop shop’, community centre,

and restaurants by the family rather than a narrow

pavements, which accommodate street furniture

around the corner and continue down Arkwright

energy learning centre, public transport hub,

cross-section of the younger community.

and trees. The carriageway does not have to be

Street past Arkwright Square mixing with various

cafés, restaurants and a small supermarket

as wide as a typical distribution road, owing to

community uses.

/ convenience store. It is envisaged that a

8.10 Arkwright Street itself should have wide

8.20 The extra care facility located at the District

store of between 300m² and 1300m² would be

Centre not only allows the residents easy and

accommodated, depending on the outcomes of a

practical access to the shops, facilities and public

Arkwright Street will require full vehicular access

retail study for the south of Nottingham which is

transport links, but also provides economic benefits

from the City Centre and ring road. Aspirationally

currently being commissioned, and that the size

through the residents use of health facilities,

Street and will extend along the street formed at

this should be from Meadows Gateway, allowing

and type of retail offer for local residents will be

pharmacy, hairdressers, newsagents, community

its junction with Bridgeway Street. The Square

easy access to the shops and facilities. Through

considered as part of this study. This will doubtless

centre (for exercise, activities and parties), cafés

would be part of the traffic calming structure

traffic will be limited to buses servicing The

be subject of further consultation as proposals are

and restaurants as well as the other shops.

of the neighbourhood and pedestrians will take

Meadows, whilst cars and delivery vehicles will

developed. A store would complement the existing

priority over vehicles. The space will be the

only be allowed access to the High Street and the

retailers rather than a larger format store which

key transport node with bus stops and lay-bys

surrounding neighbourhood generally to service

would out-compete the independents. The anchors

High Street to be a focus for the family, day and

provided. Community facilities, cafés, restaurants

the homes and businesses.

generate a greater ‘critical mass’ of use and thus

evening is a key aspiration. Use of the community

have a ripple effect to the retailers generating a

facilities, public realm and the cafés, bars and

greater number of shopping visits.

restaurants into the evening will add to the

its limited through access, which will allow more
generous breathing space for pedestrians.
8.11 Arkwright Square will sit at the heart of the High

8.14 To fully realise the potential of the district centre,

and shops will front the Square with the ability
for the cafés and restaurants to spill out into the

8.15 Bus stops will be located at Arkwright Square

space. A play area would be an intrinsic part of

providing easy access to the facilities and shops,

the space. The Square should contain sculpture

as well as wider links to the rest of The Meadows,

and art; preferably as part of the play space.

the City and surrounding neighbourhoods.

8.21 As highlighted above the opportunity for the

vibrancy of the place, aid security and deter the
8.18 On top of this stronger activity, the physical
location of the shops focused both towards The

problems of anti-social behaviour by providing a
strong alternative to the drinking culture.

Meadows and The Meadows Square enables them
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8.22 Indeed with the close locality of the cricket and
football grounds, Arkwright Street should be

promoted as the pre and post match focus for family
supporters; especially for those arriving by train as

Existing alleyways, dead-ends and Q Blocks

B) Remodelling and
Redevelopment in The New
Meadows

cause a maze of walkways that are difficult
to navigate, discouraging their use by both
residents and visitors.
l Enclosed and poorly overlooked spaces.

Arkwright Street is the natural route to the grounds.
8.26 Generally many of the social problems that The
8.23 This family culture is supported by the inclusion

l Separation of cars from pedestrians. This can

Meadows currently experiences are familiar to

These spaces provide hiding places and shelter
for crime away from public view.
l Back gardens exposed to public space.

of the community and extra care facilities, a

the residents of other housing estates built in the

quality public realm (including play opportunities),

1960s and 70s. Whilst the reasons for these social

Properties are made vulnerable to burglary by

the improved community centre and support

issues are complex, they can be partly attributed

providing easy access to back gardens.

services, such as the one-stop shop, police and

to the design of the estate. Such problems can be

neighbourhood management facilities.

grouped into three categories:

l Lack of defensible space.
8.28 These characteristics exist in The New Meadows as

8.24 In summary, a new High Street, based around
the above principles strengthens a community

l Property related crime: High levels of
burglary, vandalism and car theft.

which embraces it as a focus and living entity, and

l Personal safety and street crime: High levels

becomes even more sustainable through use as the

of muggings, harassment and activities such as

community takes ownership.

anti-social behaviour owing to their layout.
8.29 The Public Realm is key to the overarching approach
to integrating The New Meadows with the old. The

that it will affect you and your family.

Public Realm principles described in Chapter 7
should be applied across the entire Neighbourhood

8.27 The physical environment often contributes

and whilst the detail will change dependant on local

Southside and Eastside, within the City and around

to these problems. For example, alleyways

character there should be a broad application of the

the rail station immediately to the North; there are

with many turns can be difficult to navigate,

typologies as described previously.

minimal opportunities within The Meadows itself.

particularly for people not from the estate.

Whilst not wanting to compete with those adjacent

The result is that few people use them and

areas, there is an opportunity to encourage local

instead use the simplest, safest route to their

talent / entrepreneurs to develop their own

destination rather than the quickest, hence

businesses within their communities. To this end

creating quiet and lonely spaces. Many of these

these issues; some are more radical than others.

we propose some commercial space within the

alleyways are narrow with no view into them

The two chosen for The Meadows are:

upper floors of the High Street including some form

from outside, thus providing hiding places and

of enterprise centre / managed workspace offer as

cover for vandalism, gangs, drug dealing and

l Remodelling

well as some independent office accommodation.

attacks against individuals. These spaces also

l Redevelopment

In addition to this, professional services which

often act as easy entry points into back gardens

require shop frontage i.e. solicitors / estate

and homes for the purpose of burglary. All of

The former is the less radical and applies to the

agents should also be accommodated with the

these issues act to increase crime and the fear

majority of the homes in The Meadows. The latter

proposals. This type of offer provides employment

of crime and can be partly attributed to four

is focussed at problem areas as described in

opportunities which give people the chance to step

key characteristics that are typical of the layout

Chapter 7 and later in this chapter and illustrated

up into business and capture talent which could

of the estate:

at Fig 8.7.

easily be lost to the City.
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which have consistently acted as a magnet for

occurring in your neighbourhood and the fear

8.25 Whilst it is acknowledged that there are
established employment areas at NG2, within

properties such as the “Q-Block” maisonettes

drug dealing in public spaces.
l Fear of crime: The knowledge that crime is

A Commercial Dimension

a whole and are exacerbated by some individual

Tackling the issues head on
8.30 There are a number of methods used to address

08
Figure 8.2: Example 1 - Remodelling (Before)

Figure 8.3: Example 1 - Remodelling (After)

Remodelling in The Meadows

refurbishment i.e. new boundaries and gates
to gardens but only Council properties will be

8.31 Remodelling of the designated areas (see Figure
7.10) of The Meadows will aim to:

internally refurbished.
l Limited redevelopment or demolition of
homes. Certain homes which act as barriers

l Create a simpler street network. Pedestrian

to remodelling the neighbourhood, or are

and vehicular routes should be combined to

particularly vulnerable to crime, should

create more traditional streets that both

be removed and new homes developed as

residents and visitors feel comfortable using.

replacements where possible.

l Eliminate enclosed spaces and increase

l Improvements to the public realm. The

overlooking. The pedestrian only routes

creation of new streets for both vehicular

that remain should be kept to a minimum

and pedestrian movement will include

length, widened to decrease enclosure and

environmental improvements and the

straightened to increase natural surveillance.

development of traffic calmed home zones,

l Reduce the exposure of back gardens to public
space. Back gardens should wherever possible

which ensure pedestrians are given greater
priority than cars.

be contained within perimeter blocks so that
Figure 8.4: Example 2 - Remodelling (Before)

Figure 8.5: Example 2 - Remodelling (After)

the buildings themselves provide the barriers
between the street and the back garden.
l The creation of defensible space at the front

8.33 Combined, these interventions can act to reduce
and eliminate the social issues faced by The
Meadows. Figures 8.2 - 8.5 illustrate two examples

of homes. Front gardens should be provided

of how the area above can be transformed using

that create a buffer zone of private space

the four types of intervention to create an estate

between front doors and the street.

that is less vulnerable to social problems. Figs 8.2
and 8.3 include only isolated demolitions to create

8.32 Remodelling will involve four key interventions
that will contribute to these goals:

through routes. Figs 8.4 and 8.5 create a more
structured street layout but involve a greater
number of demolitions and creation of new homes.

l Reorientation of homes. Some homes will
benefit from being reversed so that the front

8.34 Despite the physical and social problems

becomes the back and the back becomes

facing The Meadows, many of the houses have

the front. This enables alleyways to be

sustainable tenancies and there have been a

removed and back gardens to be enclosed

considerable number of RTB. This remodelling

within perimeter blocks. The built form then

ensures that the estate is improved for the

contributes to the streets and creates better,

existing community and becomes more attractive

safer access to homes. Defensible space will be

for new visitors

introduced in front of homes by creating front
gardens. This would involve limited internal
and external remodelling with the work
carried out with residents in occupation.
l Refurbishment of homes. All properties within
The New Meadows will benefit from external
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Unpopular Housing

Figure 8.6: Redevelopment of The New Meadows

Redevelopment of unpopular housing
8.35 Certain types of housing in The New Meadows;
because of the way they are designed,
concentrate the issues described above on
individual homes within focussed areas. The
“Q-block” maisonette flats involve a row of
2-storey homes on top of another row of 2-storey
homes. The upper units are accessed via a
stairway and elevated walkway both of which
are enclosed, poorly overlooked and open to the
public. Such spaces provide hiding places for gangs
and dramatically increase the fear of crime for
residents. These properties are understandably
unpopular, with high turnover which contributes to
instability in the estate. Ostensibly family homes
they are often through necessity allocated to
those with little other choice or to single persons.
8.36 Other unpopular and unsustainable properties
include maisonette style housing built over one
bedroom flats; again with considerable problems
with layout and lifestyle clashes, and two blocks
of one-bedroom timber famed flats off Wilford
Crescent West which are very unpopular with poor
energy efficiency and external environment. Finally
the unsustainable sheltered accommodation as
described previously in Chapter 7. The location of
these properties is shown in Fig 8.7.
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Figure 8.7: Location of Unpopular Housing

8.37 To deal with these problems the majority of such

8.38 In summary, the remodelling of The Meadows

units will need to be demolished and replaced with

acknowledges the strong communities that

more traditional homes. This will ensure a similar

already exist in these areas, and is a targeted

scale and massing is achieved, whilst improving

and focused way of making better use of the

quality and the mix of house sizes and tenures

existing homes and creating a strong and useable

available within The Meadows. A varied building

Public Realm in the form of streets, lanes,

line and townscape should be created to aid

squares, gardens and parks, which the community

legibility and create a series of memorable places.

can take ownership of.

Typical ‘Q’ Block
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Figure 8.8: Old Meadows Pilot Areas

Figure 8.9: Neighbourhood Avenue

Neighbourhood Avenues – e.g. Wilford Grove and Bathley Street

C) The Old Meadows

quality and the long linear and at times featureless
environment, could be greatly improved.

8.39 One of the most interesting and complex areas
considered as part of this study is the Old Meadows.
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8.40 It is important that the new movement

This has a fine grain street pattern set to a formal

hierarchy provides a strong overarching

grid which is based around the terraced streets.

network of routes and successfully links back

Though there are some benefits associated to this

into the broader environment. The proposed

simple street pattern in terms of legibility and traffic

road typologies have been carefully considered

movement, they do not represent the aspirations

to create a tiered and legible framework for

of this study for a high quality environment and

both vehicles and pedestrians and as described

public realm experience for The Meadows. These

previously should be broadly applied across the

streets currently have a very poor streetscape

entire Neighbourhood.

08
8.41 The movement hierarchy is broken down into a
series of links and routes which are illustrated in

8.45

Figure 8.10: Community Streets

Wilford Crescent wraps around the Old Meadows and is
identified as a Community Street: This type of street,

Figure 7.7. Within the Old Meadows area these

as illustrated in Figure 8.10, links Neighbourhood

proposals include Hubs and Nodes, Neighbourhood

Avenues to Community Lanes, balancing the needs of

Avenues, Community Streets and Community

both the vehicle and pedestrian user.

Lanes. These are described below and illustrated
8.46 The existing 6m wide carriageway on Wilford

in Figures 8.9 to 8.12, with sections and plans.

Crescent is reconfigured as a narrowed
carriageway (4.1m average width) with a parking

8.42 These streets, as illustrated in Figure 8.9
form key vehicular, cycle and pedestrian links

and planting strip to one side. Regular stretches of

around the area and are designed to create

parking are broken up using short pockets of soft

comfortable places for pedestrians as part of a

landscape which protrude into the carriageway,

well considered and robust network of pedestrian

helping to slow traffic by creating the perception

/ cycleway links across the area. Wilford

of a narrower street.

Grove is identified within the Old Meadows as
8.47 Tree planting in the pockets will help green the

a Neighbourhood Avenue as part of the strong
north-south link connecting the City railway

street environment, whilst also helping to create a

station with the River Trent in the south.

more comfortable scale for pedestrians where the
buildings are three storeys or more, and the road
starts to feel more enclosed.

8.43 Treatments in the Old Meadows would be
consistent with those applied to Neighbourhood

8.48 The footways would be resurfaced with new parking

Avenues throughout the rest of the area, therefore
some reconfiguring of the road corridor is

bays in block paving to create greater definition

proposed to accommodate these. The 7m wide

within the public realm and break up the road

carriageway would be reduced to 6m, allowing

corridor. Lighting and street signage would be chosen

all traffic still to pass comfortably. The existing

from a defined palette for the area. However,

one-sided car parking arrangement would be

consideration would be given to incorporating the

formalised by taking some of the existing generous
pavements. It is envisaged that the pedestrian

Community Streets – e.g. Wilford Crescent and Bunbury Street (South)

existing swan-neck lighting columns, which help to
define the existing street character.

environment would be improved, footways
resurfaced with block paving, lighting upgraded
and better signage.

Implemented HomeZone

8.44 Victoria Embankment can be clearly seen at the
end of the road and it is envisaged that the green
character of the park is brought along the street
through the use of the planting. It is envisaged
that new tree planting is proposed along the
street in a formal arrangement to reinforce the
avenue character.
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8.49 Many of the existing residential streets are proposed

Figure 8.11: Community Lanes

further greening of gardens; some incentives to

8.11. The proposed improvements will help redefine

introduce planting in private gardens should be

the emphasis of the existing streets and put priority

considered as part of the wider neighbourhood

onto pedestrians and create usable public space.

management initiatives.

These principles are broadly in line with those of
homezoned areas. The core area within the centre
of the Old Meadows is made up of these types of
streets; defining them in this way will create a more
attractive context for the existing housing and add
to the amenity of the area.
8.50 The existing useable carriageway width is
narrowed to 4.1m, while the surface of the public
realm from property to property is shared. Formal
parking is introduced to both sides of the road
where space allows; the chicaned arrangements of
this parking will naturally slow traffic. Stretches of
verge planting, including tree planting, would be
introduced as part of this layout; this will define
a soft human character for these spaces and make
them more inviting to pedestrians, encouraging
good use. Materials and bonding patterns would
be used to define areas where car movement is
permitted. However, there would be some part of
the street corridor defined for pedestrians only;
this would be a zone to either side of the road
Community Lanes – e.g. Holgate Road, Clapton Road and Turney Street

creating an offset from existing gardens. Some of
the narrower streets may need to become one-way
to accommodate the Homezone principles but this
will be subject to street by street consultation.
8.51 Small ‘squares’ punctuate the street; these are
areas defined by material and texture having a
different quality to the rest of the street and
occur where there is a change in traffic direction
at a chicane. There are opportunities here to
introduce street furniture, public art and other
points of interest, such as signage information
and lighting, to create defined spaces where the
traffic is slowed.
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8.52 The street character would also benefit from the

as new Community Lanes as illustrated in Figure

08
8.53 Hubs and nodes are distributed across the whole

Figure 8.12: Hubs and Nodes

also reflect the streets’ intrinsic character.

network of streets. However, their function is

The level of management responsibility should

most complementary to that of the ‘squares’

be shared between residents and the City

along the Community Lanes. At key intersections

Council. The residents should be involved in the

it is envisaged that traffic is slowed by the use of

implementation of the scheme and have a street

shared priority areas, as illustrated in Figure 8.12.

handover in the form of a street festival or party.

Materials used here would be complementary to
those defining the Community Lanes ‘squares’

8.57 Post handover enthusiasm for the ownership of the

alluding to their status as spaces for people. It is

streets needs to be maintained and annual local

envisaged that the points of interest, which would

initiatives around ‘Best Kept Street’ or ‘Streets

also be included in these spaces in the form of

in Bloom’ should continue to be expanded and

sculpture, furniture or re-elevated built form at

promoted within The Meadows and, if popular,

these corners to accentuate their uniqueness,

across the City. Thus maintaining a pride and

will form landmarks aiding orientation as well as

enthusiasm in the Neighbourhood and promoting

adding to a diverse public realm experience.

The Meadows within the City.

Neighbourhood Action
8.54 Physical change within The Meadows cannot be
achieved by external agencies alone. Whilst the
general management and social initiatives are
dealt with in Chapter 9 which follows, an approach
to community action is touched upon here to
ensure delivery of physical change at a quality and
to a design which the vast majority of residents
wish to see.
Hubs and Nodes

8.55 To gain this broad consensus it is proposed that
pilot projects are identified, subject to funding, to
demonstrate how change can be achieved. These
pilot projects could be implemented in similar
locations to those illustrated in Figures 8.9 to 8.12.
8.56 Once selected, the designers should engage with
the residents in a client / consultant relationship
and treat the community as an equal stakeholder
in the design process. Whilst the Neighbourhood
Plan principles should be followed, the detailed
design and balance or hard and soft landscape
elements should be determined between the
designers and the community, they should
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Existing Aerial View of Wilford Grove Recreation Ground

Existing view along Rear Boundaries of Fraser Road Properties

Photo from Environment Agency

Aerial View Visualisation of New Embankment across Recreation Ground

Visualisation of Rear Boundaries of Fraser Road Properties with new Floodwalls and Re-surfaced Path

Montage from Environment Agency
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Photo from Environment Agency

Montage from Environment Agency

08
D) Victoria Embankment
Improvements and Flood
Alleviation Scheme

8.63 The Flood Alleviation Scheme acts as the catalyst
for change within the wider Embankment Park.
Whilst this document sets out the broad proposals
for the creation of a leisure hub and improved
marketing of the facilities, the area is subject to

8.58 Whilst The Meadows Neighbourhood Plan has been

a detailed masterplan currently being prepared by

in development, the Environment Agency has

Nottingham City Council’s Leisure Services team.

been drawing up proposals for the Embankment

Consultation on the scheme and masterplanning is

to reduce the risk of flooding in the area. The

due to commence shortly, and will be carried out

proposals within The Meadows are part of the

with the local community, represented both by The

wider Nottingham Trent Left Bank Flood Alleviation

Meadows Partnership Trust and the recently formed

Scheme; and if additional detail is required then

group, The Friends of Victoria Embankment.

this study should be referenced.
8.64 It is intended that Victoria Embankment will be
8.59 The illustrations of the proposals in the form of

a strategic space which services both physical

before and after images are included here and are

activity and passive leisure interests. Victoria

taken directly from Appendix C of the above report.

Embankment’s current use for sports, primarily
football, should be retained, but enhanced with

8.60 The proposals illustrated in Figure 10.1

other activities.

incorporate a mixture of raised embankments,
roadways, footways and walls to ensure the

Summary

engineering solutions have the least impact on the
visual amenity of the area.

8.65 Chapter 8 illustrates a level of detail beyond
the spatial plan and demonstrates the types

8.61 At Wilford Toll Bridge the scheme utilises a mix

of solutions which could be applied to deliver

of earth embankments, access ramps and raised

lasting change within The Meadows. The following

stone clad walls as the flood defence line.

chapters set-out the socio-economic elements
of the Plan and direction on delivering the Plan

8.62 The raised stone clad wall continues to the
front of the Victoria Embankment Road for some

through a combination of public and private sector
funding and re-allocation of scarce resources.

600m before crossing the road via a raised ramp
and continuing across the sports pitches in the
form of an earth bund topped up with a new
footpath. The bund terminates at the band stand
to the south of the memorial gardens and again
continues as a wall which fronts the gardens and
then continues along the north side of Victoria
Embankment Road as a new boundary wall to the
properties of Fraser Road. The wall terminates
just before Trent Bridge, as the existing ground
levels rise up at this point.
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TACKLING THE SOCIO ECONOMIC ISSUES
Introduction

working well. The Neighbourhood Management

properties to relevant standards set by the

Team for The Meadows operates across the

scheme. Successful accreditation schemes

l Significant numbers (just over one fifth of the

Dunkirk & Lenton & Bridge wards, and operates

uplift the appearance of private sector rental

for intervention is clearly set out within the

population) with limiting long term illness

with a core staff of four, supported by an Area

properties, and increase the supply of good

Baseline Report, which identifies the key issues

or disability, and the area has high levels of

Administrator. They work closely in partnership

quality accommodation.

facing The Meadows. This chapter focuses upon

chronic heart disease.

with The Meadows Partnership Trust (MPT), the

l Higher than average levels of drug related
social and crime issues;

9.1

The evidence base which supports the rationale

three tenants and resident groups and other

NCC are establishing a Private Sector Policy

Housing in the New Meadows is predominantly

community and voluntary sector partners, as well

Team that will have responsibility for

the key issues that are known to affect the

local authority owned, with relatively low owner

as a whole host of council services and the police

delivering the Housing Strategy 2008-11.

area, and putting forward a series of measured

occupation. In the ‘Old’ Meadows, there are

and other service providers. The implementation

Currently, NCC only offers incentives to HMO

responses which when combined with the physical

higher than average numbers of private sector

of the physical projects within The Meadows

and student accommodation landlords to meet

interventions developed within the Neighbourhood

rental properties (over 30%), which again has

provides a further opportunity for the

the higher standards. The Private Sector Policy

Plan will help to realise the vision that has been

implications on the feel and the quality of the

Neighbourhood Management team to engage with

Team will consider establishing incentives to

established for The Meadows.

overall neighbourhood.

local residents and promote micro-scale local

encourage all landlords to carry out additional

neighbourhood management practices, through

works required to bring their properties up to

the development of a menu of opportunities for

the Decent Homes Standard.

the particular socio-economic circumstances
that pertain to The Meadows, briefly re-iterating

Socio-Economic Issues Affecting The Meadows

9.3

What do we want to do?

residents including “Street Clubs”.
9.2

A predominately residential area, most of The

9.4

Investing in tackling the socio-economic
issues affecting The Meadows community is

its population does not enjoy the full benefits

essential to the success of the proposed suite

sector has an important role to play in providing

part of a package of effective neighbourhood

available from the growing economy of the City

of physical interventions. Improved homes and

accommodation within The Meadows, yet the

management. It is in the process of

Centre. The Baseline Report fully captures the

community facilities can only ever be part of the

quality of properties that are available to

undertaking surveys to confirm whether this

socio-economic issues affecting The Meadows,

equation. Effective neighbourhood and housing

tenants within the private sector is variable.

approach is justified and are lobbying for

however the key issues are set out below:

management is therefore integral to the success

of additional licensing powers in the area as

additional powers which may be required.

of the Neighbourhood Plan. Equally, effective

Landlord Accreditation recognises and rewards

communication between service providers and

landlords that manage their properties to

Finally, liaison will be undertaken with

community, with associated issues including

residents will underpin the Neighbourhood Plan

a specified standard. Accredited landlords

RSLs who are active in the area regarding a

higher than city average numbers of people for

– some of the hoped for improvements may

benefit from the status of being publicly

programme of purchasing and refurbishing

whom English is a second language;

l Higher than average (city and UK) BME

not be possible e.g. because of excessive cost

identified as being a good landlord, distancing

older housing stock in the area. These

l High proportions of the population between

implications; residents must be made aware of this

themselves from incompetent or unscrupulous

properties would then be made available on

the ages of 16-74 with no qualifications

and kept informed throughout the implementation

landlords, and the business advantages that

a mixed tenure basis (rent / shared equity

resulting in a resident population that suffers

of the Neighbourhood Plan if they are not to

come from advertising their accredited status

/ open market sale) to existing and new

from a low skills base, and a consequent lack

become disaffected. The core interventions that

to tenants placing emphasis on good quality,

residents. The City Council will work closely

of work-readiness. This is reflected in the high

will tackle the socio-economic issues affecting The

well managed accommodation.

with RSLs to investigate whether the necessary

levels of unemployment (and other) benefit

Meadows are set out below; full details of how

claimants and those on income support;

these projects will be delivered can be found in

Incentives offered vary from scheme to

the Delivery Chapter:

scheme, but may include a dedicated liaison

l A number of school closures and consolidation
being either at or close to capacity;

powers and resources to implement such a

officer promoting better relationships between

resulting in the three primary schools now
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The City Council are also considering the use
l Landlord Accreditation – The private rented

Meadows suffers from multiple-deprivation and

l Strengthen Neighbourhood Management at a

programme of renewal are a feasible option.
l Improving Resident’s Skills – Improving the

the landlord and housing benefit departments.

skills of the resident population and raising the

l Below standard housing;

local level – existing Neighbourhood Management

There may also be financial benefits, including

level of qualifications that are possessed is an

l Poor social facilities;

within The Meadows is acknowledged to be

access to grant funding or loans to renovate

important step in changing the socio-economic

09
• Retail and Construction Training – the

make up of The Meadows. A number of projects

are appropriately qualified will better equip

that are either in the pipeline or which are due

residents to access much of the new employment

London Road Construction and Technology

the District Centre that will be developed

to be implemented within the area will have

brought about by the remodelling and district

College is well placed to deliver vocational

in the New Meadows along Arkwright Walk.

an impact on this issue, not least of which will

centre developments. Key projects include:

training to residents of The Meadows,

There are plans to enable the community

equipping them with essential skills

to be further involved in the management

be the PFI proposals. The Meadows Partnership
Trust, Meadows Advice Group and a number

• Kickz - primarily a scheme aimed at

Community Centre which will form a part of

to enter either retail or construction

and maintenance of the existing Community

of voluntary sector partners and outreach

reducing anti-social behaviour, the Kickz

related employment. The proximity of the

Centre, and the community will be encouraged

workers all work closely with Neighbourhood

Programme also offers a route into education,

London Road College to The Meadows also

to take ownership of their new facility.

Management and Economic Development

employment or training. This programme will

presents and opportunity for students and

towards these aims. Improving the skills of the

engage with young people through football,

trainees to benefit from experience on

resident population, and ensuring that they

and help to develop their social skills.

site through construction placements on
individual construction projects within The
Meadows Neighbourhood Plan. A new retail
training facility is opening close by in the
Broadmarsh Centre and again is well placed
for support workers to begin to guide
Meadows residents on the path towards
retail jobs.
• ELC – the Energy Learning Centre also has a
role to play in improving resident’s skills and
knowledge. In doing so, it will raise awareness
amongst the community of the issues
surrounding climate change, and the various
ways in which residents can reduce their
energy consumption. This will have a direct

l Community Engagement and Empowerment –

impact on reducing the incidences of fuel

to a degree, the success of the Neighbourhood

poverty within The Meadows and will help to

Plan is reliant on effective community

promote sustainability within the area.

engagement and empowerment. The Area 8
Neighbourhood Management team along with

l New Community Centre – The Meadows

MPT is best placed to lead on this, building on

is currently served by the Queen’s Walk

the strong links with The Meadows community

Community Centre which acts as a focal

that are already in place and continuing to

point for activities run by members of the

expand on the excellent partnership working

community. Whilst the Centre features a range

with the community transformation group.

of facilities (including a hall, gym, crèche,

Maintaining a high level of transparency

kitchen, ample car parking and facilities for

regarding the proposals that are being put

the disabled) and hosts regular activities

forward and ensuring that concerns are

(from karate to Morris Dancing and meetings

addressed fully and within a reasonable time

of Alcoholics Anonymous), it is expensive

period will help to generate community

to run and is not in good condition. The

ownership and a sense of pride in the

Neighbourhood Plan seeks to create a new

neighbourhood amongst Meadows residents.
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This will support the longer term delivery,

with NET2 effectively link The Meadows with

management and maintenance of the scheme.

the wider city, enabling better travel patterns
for secondary age pupils to travel to and from

l Health - Whilst the health of The Meadows

school. The Neighbourhood Plan also proposes the

area population has been improving over

expansion of one of the existing primary schools

recent years there are still high numbers of

within The Meadows. This will increase the

people with limiting long term illness and a

capacity of the school, enabling the anticipated

higher proportion of residents of working age

increase in pupil numbers resulting fro the

with a limiting long term illness. Additional

regeneration of The Meadows and/or Southside

health-care provision within The Meadows

regeneration area to be absorbed. The expansion

and targeted programmes to assist people on

of the school again offers opportunities to link

long-term incapacity benefit or with limiting

into the construction training outlined above,

long-term illnesses back into the employment

and will generate some additional teaching and

market should be considered as delivery of

teacher support employment.

the Neighbourhood Plan progresses. There is
a degree of capacity within the healthcare

Greenfields Community School and the

system at present, but the regeneration of The

adjoining SureStart are due to undergo a £1.4

Meadows and of the Southside Regeneration

million refurbishment beginning in 2010. The

Zone will require additional health care

project will create a new sports hall, create

resources, potentially taking the form of a

a better reception area and better links

new health centre which could also serve The

between the school buildings. Also the Primary

Meadows area, although currently the PCT

Strategy for Change will deliver a programme

with responsibility for The Meadows area

of activity to make school buildings more

has no plans to incorporate additional new

accessible and usable for the wider community.

healthcare provision within The Meadows.

Services offered will include the provision of
adult learning, education and the delivery of

The Neighbourhood Plan also incorporates two

services for parents; this will be supported by

new Extra Care schemes, offering high quality

the introduction of flexible opening hours.

sheltered accommodation for elderly people
and homes for life for local residents. These

The delivery of these interventions, together

facilities will create new employment within The

with those projects that comprise the physical

Meadows, including positions for carers and jobs

intervention within The Meadows is set out in

in facilities management and will help to reduce

Chapter 10.

some of the health inequalities experienced by
older people within The Meadows.
l Education – The Meadows Neighbourhood
Plan includes aims to improve the access to
and provision of high quality education for all
residents within the area. The proposed new
road, cycleway and footpath networks, along
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Figure 10.1: Delivery Plan

Introduction

Plan will be taken forward through the
coordination of traffic and highways engineering,

10.1 The evidence base which supports the rationale
for intervention is clearly set out within the

planning considerations, high quality public realm,
and the development of individual sites.

Baseline Report, which identifies the key issues
facing The Meadows. This chapter of the report

10.4 The delivery of the overall project is complex and

provides guidance regarding the implementation

requires a strong and experienced delivery team.

and delivery of The Meadows Neighbourhood Plan.

Delivering each of the key projects that have been

It establishes a clear overarching delivery and

identified will require different approaches to be

implementation strategy that accompanies the

adopted, with different lead organisations driving

Neighbourhood Plan and outlines:

delivery. Overall responsibility for coordinating
this delivery will rest with the Neighbourhood

l The key projects to be delivered;

Regeneration and Neighbourhood Management

l The anticipated programme of

Teams. There is also a clear requirement for

delivery / phasing;

substantial levels of public funding, which will

l The role(s) of the delivery partners;

not only help to deliver some of the early win

l The associated costs and funding mechanisms;

projects – including the social and neighbourhood

l Appropriate delivery mechanisms and ways to

management projects, but will also help to draw

manage the scheme effectively;

in additional private investment.

l Associated outcomes;
l Associated risks; and
l The next steps.

10.5 It is important to recognise that the
Neighbourhood Plan is not intended to provide a
rigid development blueprint. Instead, it sets out

10.2 The Meadows Neighbourhood Plan will be used

a strategic vision of how regeneration within The

to inform the development of site-specific

Meadows can be taken forward over the coming

development strategies and may be used to

years. The nature of specific developments may

support individual specific design and planning

therefore evolve as time passes.

briefs. As a result, anticipated private sector
funding contributions, any parallel investments

What is already happening?

and actions required, and the anticipated
resources / revenue implications to coordinate

10.6 A number of projects, including The Meadows

and deliver the Neighbourhood Plan will need to

Neighbourhood Plan, are either already being

be fully considered so that the Plan can be taken

implemented within The Meadows area, or are

forward and delivered.

known to be due to start imminently. These
projects are included for completeness in the

10.3 The development of The Meadows Neighbourhood

following section as it is considered important that

Plan has been led by Nottingham City Council,

projects are recognised as being under the umbrella

which has the opportunity and, importantly,

of and consistent with the Neighbourhood Plan:

the ability to generate a step change in the
attractiveness of The Meadows to residents,
visitors and the private sector. The Neighbourhood
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l Meadows Alive: The Meadows Alive scheme
will refurbish and (re)develop The Meadows

10
Library. The Library is currently undergoing

by Severn Trent Water. The bridge closed

sector housing, the redevelopment of the

a £1.4 million facelift, funded by the Big

to public use in 2008 after a full structural

Bridgeway District Centre and improved

due to be built on The Meadows Embankment

Lottery as part of the Community Libraries

assessment identified that refurbishment and

access into and through the estate, linking

as part of the 2009/10 Pathfinder funded

Programme, due to be completed in August

strengthening works were required. These

the estate to the city centre, Trent Bridge

schemes. The total cost of the project is

2009. The refurbishment of The Meadows

include reinforcing the main bridge beams,

and surrounding business and employment

anticipated to be approximately £150,000,

Library incorporates energy saving measures

replacing defective structural members,

opportunities.

(with funding coming from the Pathfinder

as part of a range of improvements. These

replacing the existing timber deck and re-

include bringing the garden back in to use

pointing the masonry towers. The works are

as a green-space for use by local residents,

due to be completed in September 2009 at a

to improve The Meadows are known to be in the

Area Capital Fund (£60,000). A masterplan for

and establishing a community meeting space

cost of approximately £1.2 million.

pipeline. These are also set out below:

the scheme is currently being prepared.

l Children’s Play: A new children’s play park is

(£50,000), other external sources (£40,000
10.7 A number of other projects that will continue

which are still to be confirmed) and from the

that is available for use outside of normal
library opening hours. The refurbishment of

l Nottingham Kickz: Kickz programme targets

the Library, together with expanded opening

some of the most disadvantaged areas of

recycling scheme is due to be implemented in

Agency is funding a £50 million scheme to

hours will create more learning opportunities

the country, using football to offer 12-18

The Meadows area in October 2009;

raise flood defences along 27 km of the River

for both children and adults living within the

year olds the chance to take part in positive

local area. Community input in the planning,

activity three nights a week, 48 weeks of the

delivery and management of library services is
positively encouraged under this scheme.

l Community Recycling: A neighbourhood

l River Trent Flood Defences: The Environment

Trent, including the section running through
l Nottingham Green Street: this is a residential

the Embankment. The Left Bank scheme will

year. Funded by HM Treasury, the Football

development of 38 three and four bedroom,

raise the embankment and help protect The

Foundation, DCMS, the Respect Task Force,

energy efficient eco-homes that has been

Meadows from large-scale flood events. The

the Department of Health and the children’s

designed by award-winning architects and

scheme is due to be implemented in 2010.

charity V, the Kickz programme aims to engage

which is to be constructed by Blueprint. The

its establishment as a Recreation Ground

young people in a range of constructive

scheme is due to begin on site in 2010;

it has been the subject of several rounds

activities, and to break down barriers between

of improvements. The latest round of

the police and young people. In doing so, it

improvements is focussed on the Pavilion,

makes a significant contribution to reducing

Community School and the adjoining SureStart

Mark Group has recently been successful

which is being subjected to a makeover costing

crime and anti-social behaviour in the targeted

are due to undergo a £1.4 million refurbishment

in a bid for feasibility funding to the

£115,000. The original club room has been

neighbourhoods. A further social benefit of

beginning in 2010. The project will create a new

Technology Strategy Board. This is a

demolished and replaced with a larger one that

the scheme is the creation of routes into

sports hall, create a better reception area and

national competition to pilot some new and

incorporates kitchen facilities. The refurbished

education, training and employment.

better links between the school buildings;

innovative ways to use technology to reduce

l Queen’s Walk Recreation Ground: Since

l Retrofit for the Future: The Neighbourhood
Regeneration team in partnership with

l Schools Improvements: The Greenfields

building houses the Bowling Club and also

the Nottingham University, NCH and The

carbon footprint in council properties. If
l The Meadows Neighbourhood Plan:

l Football Foundation: A bid has been prepared

successful at feasibility stage, it will provide

education, meetings and social events. Further

Nottingham City Council commissioned a new

and submitted to the Football Foundation to

funding to carry out the work to two typical

improvements have been made to the ladies’

Neighbourhood Plan for The Meadows in 2007.

contribute to the costs of building the changing

properties – one traditional Victorian terrace

changing room, toilets and disabled access.

Funding for the Neighbourhood Plan comes

room element of the Victoria Embankment

with solid walls (internal insulation) and one

The work is being financed with £50,000 from

from the Housing capital resources and the

pavilion and undertake the necessary pitch

with cavity walls.

WREN (Waste Recycling Environmental) together

Local Authority Business Growth Incentive

improvements. The total cost of the project is

with funding from the City Council. Other

scheme (LABGI) grant. The Neighbourhood

estimated to be approximately £2m, with 50%

This will provide two exemplar type properties

improvements are being made to the site,

Plan forms part of the City Council’s corporate

coming from the Football Foundation and the

in The Meadows where monitoring will

including the creation of a wildflower meadow.

approach to neighbourhood transformation.

remainder from a combination of S.106, Growth

ascertain the effectiveness of the solutions

The Neighbourhood Plan will guide the

Point and additional funding yet to be secured.

used and demonstrate what could be achieved

regeneration of The Meadows area through

Should the bid be successful, construction of

subject to further funding. It ties in perfectly

the transformation of both public and private

the scheme is anticipated to begin in 2010-11.

with the eco neighbourhood ideas for The

provides a new venue for environmental

l Wilford / Meadows Suspension Footbridge:
the bridge is a Grade II listed structure owned
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business and employment opportunities. The

wins for the Neighbourhood Plan.

Neighbourhood Plan maximises the opportunities

that implementation of the proposals aligns with

play a critical role in delivering the strategy

l Big Green Challenge: Nottingham’s

that are available to bring about the economic,

the Priority Objectives in the Corporate Plan.

including members of the public , MPT, the

Energy Partnership is one of 10 community

social and environmental regeneration of The

organisations that have successfully reached

Meadows Estate.

the final stages of the NESTA funded Big Green
Challenge. The scheme proposed for The

10.11 Clearly, there are a number of projects that

l The City Council will be in a position to ensure

Transformation Working Group, tenants and
l The City Council has recently been successful

residents, local businesses, the voluntary and

in its bid for PFI funding for up to £200m

community sectors and other stakeholders and

and has been invited to develop an Outline

service providers. Each will play a key role.

Meadows is a 0% interest finance scheme for

are already being delivered in The Meadows

energy efficiency improvements. A key feature

which lend momentum to the implementation

of the scheme is to establish a local energy

of the Neighbourhood Plan. This provides a

company that will sell ‘green’ electricity

solid foundation from which to continue the

estate adjacent to the city centre through a

developed later in the chapter. Primarily the

generated from a 330kW wind turbine. As a

regeneration of The Meadows.

combination of:

HCA’s role will be to accelerate the delivery

• Clearance of unsustainable and poor quality

of housing and ultimately manage any future

Big Green Challenge finalist, the Nottingham
Energy Partnership has been awarded up to

10.12 The projects that are to be delivered within The

Business Case (OBC) for approval by July 2010.
l HCA – the HCA has a number of roles to play
l The PFI will transform the large Radburn

and unpopular properties;

£20,000, and will also receive professional

Meadows through the Neighbourhood Plan differ

• Constructing new housing for rent to meet the

business support to get their project up and

across those to be delivered in the New Meadows

existing and future housing needs including

running over the next year.

and those to be delivered in the Old Meadows.

extra-care sheltered accommodation;

Who will deliver the Neighbourhood Plan?
10.8 The projects that are currently being delivered
in The Meadows pave the way for future

10.13 Delivering The Meadows Neighbourhood Plan will

• Diversifying the tenure of the area by

in the delivery of The Meadows, which are

rounds of growth point funding.
l New Homes Nottingham – Nottingham
City Council is a pilot authority in a new
Government backed initiative which aims to

constructing new homes for sale and the

supply 240,000 new homes nationally over

intermediate market;

the next 10-15 years. The Local Housing

• Reconfiguring areas to improve connectivity

Company model gives the Council and its

interventions that have been developed as part

require a combined partnership approach, led by

of the Neighbourhood Plan process. The projects

the City Council, but with support from a number

are a direct response to the evidence base that

of other public and private sector organisations.

has been assembled (please refer to the Baseline

Delivering the Neighbourhood Plan will require a mix

Report) and are set out in the section below.

of physical and social intervention, and as a result

• Strategic site assembly;

Council a stronger influence on the nature

will call upon a number of different organisations to

• Tenancy and leaseholder management; and

of the new housing that is developed in the

work together to achieve the vision.

• Attracting significant levels of private

neighbourhood. The Local Housing Company

What do we want to do?

and the living environment;
• Refurbishing or converting existing Council
properties to achieve sustainability standards;

investment to the area.
10.9 The Meadows Neighbourhood Plan is a direct

l Nottingham City Council – The Council

communities a stronger influence over the
long term future of housing development. The
Local Housing Company gives Nottingham City

also allows the City Council to respond
effectively to local conditions, creating the

l Capital receipts will be used for investment in the

right mix of housing any tenure types to meet

the Neighbourhood Plan, influencing the

private homes providing external improvements

local demand. In the case of The Meadows, the

comprehensive Baseline Report, and which are

development of The Meadows through the

and tying in works. All costs associated with

Local Housing Company could take a specific

summarised in the earlier sections of this report

strategic use of its land holdings, assisting

acquiring homes through friendly acquisitions

role in helping the Council to transform the

with the release of sites as part of the wider

or compulsory purchase will also be met by the

existing neighbourhood.

development process, or contributing to

Council funded through capital receipts.

response to tackle the social, economic and

has a major role to play in the delivery of

physical issues that were identified in the

.
10.10 The Neighbourhood Plan will revitalise this

l Private Sector Developers – will have

run down area through the transformation of

the scheme through agreed land swaps. The

both private and public sector housing, the

Council is also an investor, and may be able

redevelopment and re-siting of the Bridgeway

to contribute to the delivery of some of the

delivering this strategy including Neighbourhood

remodelled New Meadows, particularly

District centre, and the creation of improved

transport and public realm projects that have

Regeneration, Neighbourhood Management,

those areas that are identified in the Plan as

links into and through the estate giving access

been developed.

Planning and Transport, Public Health, Leisure,

being development sites. Engaging with and

Community & Culture and Education.

encouraging private sector interest will be a

to the city, Trent Bridge and to the surrounding
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l The Local Community - Local Residents will

Meadows and could represent one of the early

l A range of Council Departments will have a role in

a significant role to play in lifting the

10
key aspect of the City Council’s Planning and

of CPOs in The Meadows will have a positive

improvements. Nottingham is already in

Neighbourhood Plan. Contributions from third

Regeneration role.

impact on reducing the relatively high levels

receipt of considerable funding through the

parties should also be sought where appropriate.

of anti-social and criminal behaviour that were

Local Transport Plan 2 and there may be

identified within the Baseline Report.

potential to access further monies through the

l emda – emda’s key role is to be the strategic

10.16 Overage provisions relating to specific

driver of sustainable economic development

third phase of this initiative. NCC should align

developments may also be forthcoming, and NCC

within the East Midlands, working in

the junction improvements detailed within the

must set the level of overage that it would wish to

partnership with private, public and voluntary

Neighbourhood Plan (specifically focussing on

be observed.

sector organisations. emda uses private

Queen’s Road and the Southern Gateway), with

sector expertise and public sector influence

works to deliver the NET2 extension.

to redevelop and re-use brownfield land and

10.17 A dedicated delivery team drawn from within the
City Council should be established, tasked with co-

How will it be done?

to support activities that promote economic
development. emda might be called upon to

ordinating the input of partners and with leading
the delivery of The Meadows Neighbourhood

fund various infrastructure projects within

10.14 Delivering The Meadows Neighbourhood Plan

The Meadows, particularly those which are

will require the coordination of a number of

Neighbourhood Regeneration and Neighbourhood

catalytic to the overall implementation of the

interventions that are both current and planned.

Management working closely with the PFI team.

scheme, or to assist with land assembly where

These include the flood defence works that have

this is necessary.

been confirmed by the Environment Agency on

Plan as discussed previously this will be led by

Cross Cutting Issues

the Embankment, the masterplanning of Victoria
l The Environment Agency – as noted in the

Embankment, the NET2 proposals, and the outcome

10.18 Development and design briefs for specific sites will

previous section, the EA is to install flood

of The Meadows PFI bid, together with existing

need to include clear guidance on the requirements

defences along 27km of the River Trent.

schemes such as Building Schools for the Future

for quality and appearance of buildings and public

Without these flood defences, The Meadows

(BSF). These core sources of funding will be

realm within The Meadows. These requirements

will remain liable to regular and extensive

complemented by developer contributions and S.106

should also include the need to specifically meet

flooding. The new flood defences will protect

planning obligations to deliver public realm works

the adopted sustainability standards.

the remodelled and regenerated Meadows.

and associated development of road realignment
and other major infrastructure works. Alternatively a

l Nottingham Community Protection Officers

l Police – Will continue to play a key role in

10.19 In taking forward The Meadows Neighbourhood

commuted sum can be held in an account to pay for

Plan, the delivery partners will need to work

- Community Protection is an innovative and

tackling crime and anti-social behaviour across

the construction of public realm, highway works or

closely with the Environment Agency to

dynamic service that has been developed in

The Meadows and also providing strategic and

the construction of public buildings.

ensure that works to the Victoria Embankment

partnership to tackle anti-social behaviour

detailed advice regarding measures to ensure

and environmental crime in Nottingham.

that new development is secured against crime.

Nottingham has over 100 Community
Protection Officers presence helps to make

l LTP 2 and 3 / NET2 / Nottingham City

complement the Environment Agency’s flood
10.15 NCC should specify the level of S.106 that will

defence works, and that all elements of this

be sought from developers for these types of

scheme tie into the urban design of the wider

work. Amounts will be dependent on the nature

Meadows scheme.

Nottingham a safer, cleaner city. The CPOs are

Transport – plans for the extension of

of the development, specific delivery challenges

an integral part of the community that they

Nottingham’s Express Transit system – NET2,

and the outcomes of development appraisals to

serve, and enable local issues to be dealt with

will have implications on the success of The

establish the appropriate level of contribution. In

and robust planning policies in place to claw

effectively at a local level. CPOs are funded

Meadows. The Clifton via Wilton extension

addition to the full use of S.106 by NCC, there is

back private sector contributions where it is

by Nottingham City council in partnership with

will skirt The Meadows, delivering high

a case to be made for the recycling of all capital

appropriate for them to do so. In delivering the

Nottingham City Homes and Nottinghamshire

quality rapid access to the city centre, and

receipts from land that is held in NCC ownership.

Neighbourhood Plan, cost efficiencies will be

Fire Service to protect the communities in

offering the potential to deliver certain

Should NCC have the ability to recycle receipts

vital to maximising the benefits that result from

which they operate. The continued presence

of the necessary transport and movement

it should do so to ensure the deliverability of the

the expenditure; developing and implementing

10.20 NCC should also ensure that there are effective
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effective procurement practices will help to drive

be used to drive the delivery of the Neighbourhood

industry capacity are to be maintained throughout

equity. Land could be that owned by the HCA or by

the success of the Neighbourhood Plan.

Plan. The Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) is

the downturn and beyond. The Group will examine

another public sector body. Under the terms of the

able to add further impetus to the PFI programme

the following areas:

initiative, development partners are exposed to

Land Ownership and Land Assembly

through its approach to co-ordinating investment
decisions with planning policy obligations that

a lower level of risk because they are not funding
l Financing continued private sector

can help to help unlock development across the

development – including stimulating

lower rate of return. The HCA is planning to hold

will require some site assembly work to be

country. A number of key HCA initiatives are worth

mechanisms which will allow returns on

workshops with interested parties over the 2009

undertaken. The Baseline Report identified that

highlighting here.

capital employed to reach a viable level for

summer period. Again, NCC should ensure that

private sector developers, as well as exploring

the details of this initiative are drawn in to the

the entry of new players with private sector

delivery of the Neighbourhood Plan.

10.21 The delivery of the Neighbourhood Plan

the City Council is the predominant land owner
within The Meadows, particularly in the New

10.24 Through the Single Conversation, the HCA will

Meadows area, therefore limiting the amount of

support housing and regeneration priorities for an

provision including a longer-term investment

land assembly that is required to take forward

area by investing in ways that unlock schemes that

in place building. This area will build on the

the identified level of renewal. Intervention

are currently unviable, using public investment

HCA’s Private Rental Sector Initiative and

within the ‘old’ Meadows, where there is a much

alongside private investment, to help make best

explore systems used by utility companies in

greater degree of owner occupation and private

possible use of developer contributions through

assessing long-term investment

rented sector properties, will largely be around

planning permissions and planning obligations. In

the previously identified private development

this way, local authorities will be assisted to meet

housing sector – including guidance for

anticipated timeline for delivery, the roles of key

sites. A clear programme of work to identify all

immediate housing need and ensure that when

renegotiating S106 deals, the future of

partners, the costs, funding sources, delivery

third party ownerships lying within the proposed

the upturn begins, a recovering market is not

delivery through the HCA’s national affordable

mechanisms, outcomes and risks for each project.

redevelopment areas, followed – where necessary

hampered by a proliferation of lapsed consents, or

housing programme, and new forms of future

– by a programme of consultation with land owners

delays due to a glut of re-applications.

finance, with the HCA and local authorities

a Compulsory Purchase Order programme should
be undertaken by NCC.

Linking it all together

l Ensuring finance is available for the affordable

acting as contractor clients

and if necessary, friendly acquisition supported by
10.25 The HCA’s preferred option is to defer planning

l Funding improvements to existing stock –

obligations on phased developments so that the

including Decent Homes and mechanisms

majority of them are carried out on later phases,

to incentivise improvements in private

once the viability of those phases has been

sector housing.

considered and the market starts to recover. The
10.22 The Neighbourhood Plan is a means by which all

HCA will work with partners to test the viability

10.27 NCC should liaise closely with the HCA to ensure

of the planned activity within The Meadows can

on schemes that remain a priority and will identify

that new methods of bringing forward schemes

be coordinated. The delivery of the schemes that

where the approaches to flexibility can be used to

within The Meadows are able to be applied to

have been identified within the Neighbourhood

maximum effect in terms of value for money for

ensure that the early momentum that is generated

Plan support the delivery of the NET2 extension

the public purse, a quick response to progressing

by the quick wins can be continued into the

and the Environment Agency’s flood defence

development work.

delivery of the core redevelopment sites.

scheme. The status of the plan within the City
Council together with the wider activity that is

10.26 The HCA has also recently established a new

10.28 Finally, the HCA has recently announced an

being taken forward in the surrounding area adds

Housing Finance Group comprising industry experts

initiative that will offer contractors land

weight to the preparation of any necessary funding

that will look at the future sources of private

for housing. The plan gives contractors the

applications that need to come forward.

investment in new and existing housing. The new

opportunity to build an initial 500 homes on

group will focus on making the best use of private

public land in exchange for an equity share in any

finance and, importantly, identifying new sources

development. The model is where the HCA goes in

of investment. This is crucial if activity and

as an equity partner and puts land in as part of the

10.23 Nottingham City Council has successfully secured
PFI funding from Central Government which will
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the land upfront; they are then entitled to take a

Delivery
10.29 The tables that follow set out the projects
that have emerged from the development of
the Neighbourhood Plan. The tables show the

10
Location

Project

Timeline

Meadows wide

Recycling scheme

Consultation in
October 09,
Introduce late 09

Green Street

New Build of 38 low
carbon exemplar houses

Start on site late
2009 delivery
depending on
demand from
mid 2010

District Centre

Planning Policy
Alignment

Education

Potential expansion of
one of The Meadows
Primary Schools

Activity

Key Partners

Costs

Funding Source

Delivery Mechanism

Outcomes

Risks

Neighbourhood
Management

To be determined

NCC

NCC

Creation of 38
exemplar designed
family units. Mix of
3 and 4 bedroom
units designed to a
minimum of Code 4 for
Sustainable Homes. A
proportion of which
will be affordable

Blue Point (Joint Venture
limited partnership),
Nottingham City Council,
and the Homes and
Communities Agency

£6.61m

Private Sector,
Homes and
Community
Agency and s106

Commercially led

Improved housing offer
and tenure mix in
Meadows. An exemplar
sustainable and Ecofriendly benchmark set.

Minimal

2009-2011

Ensure that the District
Centre proposals align
with and are supported
by Planning Policy

Nottingham City Council
Planning Department

N/A

NCC Mainstream

NCC

The Neighbourhood
Plan is supported
internally by NCC to
guide the regeneration
of The Meadows
Neighbourhood and
is supported by the
City Council Planning
Department.

Minimal

2009-2011

Possible extension
of either Welbeck,
Greenfields or
Riverside primary
school to meet
anticipated increased
levels of demand

Nottingham City Council

To be determined
following preparation
of detailed planning
documents / schedule
of accommodation

Building Schools
for the Future

Building Schools for
the Future (BSF)

Nottingham City
Council

Potential private
sector delivery
partner as part of
wider residential
development
contract

Reduced pressure on
primary school network
in The Meadows

Ensuring that
development
programme ties in
with BSF timelines

Early Wins

Central Government
[Potential private
partner if “Academy”
model is adopted

[private
sponsorship]

Low

Increased capacity
Opportunity to colocate additional
services
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Location

Project

Timeline

Activity

Key Partners

Costs

Funding Source

Delivery Mechanism

Outcomes

Risks

Old Meadows

Landlord Accreditation
/ Additional Selective
Licensing

2009-2011

Establish a set of
standards (or a
code) relating to
the management or
physical condition
of privately rented
accommodation in The
Meadows.

Nottingham City Council

£100,000 p.a

Regional Housing
Group (RHG)
funding

NCC Mainstream
Capital Funding

Increased supply
of good quality
accommodation for rent

Ease of adapting
existing Student
Housing Landlord
Management scheme
to wider application

Offer incentives to
private sector landlords
to take up the scheme
The Private Sector
Policy Team should
consider incentives
to encourage all
landlords to carry out
additional works to
bring properties up
to the Decent Homes
Standard.

Meadows Shops - All

New Meadows
(West) Phase 1

Introduce Bag Free
Retail in The Meadows

Junction Improvements
/ Signage / Connection /
Permeability

2009-2011

2009-2011

NCC Private Sector
Policy Team
Nottingham Strategic
Partnership
Private sector landlords

Housing General
Fund;
Capital Programme;
RHB.

Better landlord/tenant
relationships
Reduced need for
intervention by council
officers.
Reduced levels of antisocial behaviour in The
Meadows
Selective licensing
will improve the
management of private
sector rented properties
Additional benefits to
landlords in terms of
attractiveness to tenants

Options to either
introduce a mandatory
charge on all plastic
bags supplied to
customers or to
develop a voluntary
code of practice for
retailers or to legislate
for a blanket ban.

Nottingham City Council

Improving access to /
from The Meadows Queen’s Road junction.

Nottingham City Council
Highways Department

Installation of new
high quality street
signage throughout The
Meadows showing key
links and facilitating
movement

Opportunity to
charge landlords
a registration fee
with NCC to claw
back costs

TBC

TBC

Waste Resources Action
Partnership (WRAP)
Retailers within The
Meadows

Arrow Light Rail
Nottingham County
Council
Nottingham City
Transport

£1.1m

Potentially NET2
NCC
LTP
Potential for
developer
contributions

NCC to introduce
“Bag for Life”
scheme and to
encourage shop
keepers to charge
for the use of plastic
bags

Reduced waste

Public / private joint
venture – integrate
necessary junction
improvements to
access Meadows from
Queen’s Road with
NET 2 delivery

More transport choice

Reduced impact on the
local environment

Supports Nottingham’s
continued growth
Creates local
employment
opportunities and will
encourage investment
and regeneration
enhance the value of
land and property
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Grant unforthcoming

Funding from NET2
extension not
forthcoming
Delays in the delivery
of NET2

10
Location

Project

Timeline

Activity

Key Partners

Costs

Funding Source

Delivery Mechanism

Outcomes

Risks

Queens Walk and
Arkwright Walk

Closure of targeted
Underpasses

2009-2011

Identifying which
underpasses to close
/ which to keep open
and renovate

Nottingham City Council
Highways Department

£70,000 per
underpass (including
any small diversions
of footways/ cycle
routes)

NET2 Extension

Public / private joint
venture – integrate
necessary junction
improvements to
access Meadows from
Queen’s Road with
NET 2 delivery

Ease of movement
through The Meadows
and beyond

Lack of funding

Existing Mechanisms
– i.e. Neighbourhood
Management / CPOs

Improved Safety

Grant funding
administered by the
two key partners

Reduced environmental
impact of homes in The
Meadows

Procurement of
specialist contractors
through NCC
framework

Improved
environmental and
energy performance of
existing housing stock

NCC

Reduction in crime
levels and improved
feelings of community
safety

Arrow Light Rail
Nottingham County
Council

LTP
NCC Highways

Nottingham City
Transport
Estate wide as
dictated by demand
/ interest

Two sample house
types in Old and
New Meadows

N’hood Wide

Establishment of “Street
Clubs”

“Retrofit for the Future”

Tree Pruning

2009-2011

2009-2010

2009-2011

Similar in concept
to “street-watch”
schemes the street
clubs will involve local
residents, creating
a visible presence in
the Street Club areas
that will reduce crime,
increase the feeling
of safety, engage with
young people and
promote community
cohesion

NCC Community
Protection Officers

Refurbishment
and retrofitting
of environmental
technologies to two
samples existing
properties in the old
and new Meadows area

Nottingham City Council

Pruning of trees and
hedgerows to improve
sightlines and the
appearance of the
neighbourhood

Nottingham City Council
Street Scene

to be determined

Nottingham City
Homes

Nottingham Police
Residents Associations

Nottinghamshire
Fire Service

Area 8 Neighbourhood
Management Team

Nottingham University

NCC

Delays to NET2

Improved safety
Environmental
Enhancement

Minimal

Improved visual
amenity of
neighbourhoods

Police

£20k confirmed £150k
for implementation

Technology
Strategy Board

Mark Group

to be determined
following surveys

NCC Mainstream

approval for
feasibility granted –
may not proceed to
next stage

Minimal

Improved
Environmental
Appearance
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Location

Project

Timeline

Activity

Key Partners

Costs

Funding Source

Delivery Mechanism

Outcomes

Risks

N’hood Wide

Retail and Construction
Training (in preparation)

2009-2011

Working with
the London Road
Construction and
Technology College to
develop and deliver
vocational courses
in retailing and
construction

Learning and Skills
Council (LSC)

to be determined

LSC

College

Lack of take up

Colleges

S106 condition to
ensure that local
people are provided
with training
opportunities as
construction work
progresses on site

Tackling worklessness
and unemployment

Potential to link
with future retail
and construction
opportunities on site in
The Meadows
Old Meadows

Embankment

Embankment
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Wilford Grove / Holgate
Road Pilot Scheme

Improved cycleway and
footpath connections

Completion of Victoria
Embankment Masterplan

2009-2011

2009-2011

2009-2010

London Road
Construction and
Technology Centre –
Castle College

Future Jobs Fund

Retail through combined
colleges and NTN
training

Adoption of
“home-zone” type
interventions focussing
on traffic calming
measures including
reducing the width
of the carriageway,
formalising the car
parking, and improving
the pedestrian
environment through
hard and soft
landscaping (paving
and tree planting
where appropriate),
improved street
lighting and better
sign-posting

NCC / PFI Development
Partner

Development of new
routes along the
Victoria Embankment,
linking pedestrians
and cyclists towards
Beeston (west) and
Colwick (east)

Environment Agency

Design of new
masterplan for
improvements to
Victoria Embankment

NCC Leisure Services

£600,000 based on
assumed budget of
£15k per property /
approx 40 properties

PFI

NCC
Highways
Street scene

Increased skills within
the population

Redefined existing
streets
Priority given to
pedestrians i.e.
increased safety

Lack of available
funding

Minimal
Cost overrun

Improved streetscape
and creation
of discernable
neighbourhood
character

SUSTRANS
NCC

Allow £100,000 per
1km new construction
£250,000

SUSTRANS
S106
LTP

Greater Nottingham
Transport Partnership

Friends of Victoria
Embankment

£150,000

Pathfinder
Area Capital Fund
Other External
Grants (to be
confirmed)

Environment
Agency as part of
Embankment Flood
Defences
Supported by NCC

NCC Leisure and
Recreation Services

Improved connectivity
along the Victoria
Embankment

Ensuring delivery
links to EA
programme of works

More people using The
Meadows for recreation

Delays to above

Medium tem strategy
adopted by NCC to
guide the continued
improvement of the
Embankment

Additional funding is
not secured;
Costs for projects are
above estimates

10
Location

Project

Timeline

Activity

Key Partners

Costs

Funding Source

Delivery Mechanism

Outcomes

Risks

Greenfields School

Education Improvement
Partnership

2010

Remodelling and
improvement to
Greenfields Community
School to create new
sports hall and create
a better reception
facility. Better links to
Sure start building
Provision of ICT
infrastructure
Development of the
Virtual Learning
Environment

Nottingham City Council
Children’s Services

To be determined
following consultation
with the school to
identify the specific
nature of the works
required

Primary Capital
Programme

Primary Strategy for
Change

Raised levels of
attainment and
achievement
Raised literacy levels.
Easier transition
between schools,
especially primary and
secondary,

Cost over-run

Construction of new
pavilion and changing
room facilities, with
associated pitch
improvements as
part of wider scheme
to develop new two
storey multi-purpose
sporting facility

NCC Leisure and
Recreation Services

£2m+

Sport England

NCC Leisure and
Recreation Services
lead

Improved sports
facilities within The
Meadows supporting
healthier lifestyles

Lack of funding

2009-2010

Develop Outline
Business Case

NCC

tbc

Capital
Programme

PFI Procurement

Final Plan

Low

2010-2011

Develop Final
Business Case

HCA

tbc

Capital
Programme

PFI Procurement

Project Agreement

Low

2011-2012

Appoint PFI Partner

CLG

tbc

Capital
Programme

PFI Procurement

PFI Partner

Low

2010-2011

Creation of new
flood defence works
including raised banks,
roads, walls and
riverside defences

Environment Agency

£2.5m

Environment
Agency

Environment Agency

Protection of The
Meadows Area from
future flood events

Minimal

Embankment

New Meadows

Embankment

Leisure Hub (nursery /
café / changing rooms)

PFI procurement

Flood Defence Works /
Public Realm

2010-2012

Central Government

Sport England

The Football
Foundation (£1m)

The Football Foundation

NCC / S106 (£1m)

Nottingham City Council

Not realising match
funding
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Mid Term

Old Meadows

Old Meadows

New Meadows
(West)

Bunbury Street /
Woodward Street Pilot
Scheme

Ferriby Terrace Pilot
Scheme

Clearance of some
Development Sites

2011-2013

2011-2013

2011- 2013

Traffic calming
through reconfigured
carriageway.
Formalised parking
arrangements
Tree planting in verges
Resurfaced pedestrian
footpaths
Improved street lighting
and street furniture

NCC / PFI Development
Partner

Introduction of shared
space between vehicles
and pedestrians with
formalised car parking
on both sides of the
carriageway, reduced
carriageway width,
soft landscaping and
new street furniture,
including street lighting

NCC / PFI Development
Partner

Re-housing of existing
tenants

NCC
NCH
Possible PFI preferred
development partner (to
be determined)

£3000 per property
for demolition

Demolition of targeted
blocks to create new
development sites for
high quality residential
properties

NCC

Assume £3000
per property for
demolition

PFI (if NCC wish
to sell plots for
development)

(£1 / sq.ft…)

Alternative would
be for preferred
developer to
assume costs as
part of overall
commitment

Development of a café
or small scale local
restaurant on the site
located at the end of
Victoria Embankment /
London Road junction

NCC site enabling works

Unknown –
dependent on size
and specification of
facility – TBC

NCC

Demolition of the ‘Q
Blocks’ to create the
identified development
plots for new town
houses in the New
Meadows area
New Meadows
(South)

Embankment
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Clearance of
Development Sites

Trent Bridge
Development Site

2011-2015

2011-2015

£960,000 based on
assumed budget of
£15k per property /
approx 64 properties

PFI

NCC
Highways
Street scene

Redefined existing
streets
Priority given to
pedestrians

Minimal
Cost overrun

Improved streetscape
and creation
of discernable
neighbourhood character
£330,000 based on
assumed budget of
£15k per property /
approx 22 properties

PFI

NCC
Highways
Street scene

Redefined existing
streets
Priority given to
pedestrians

Minimal
Cost overrun

Improved streetscape
and creation
of discernable
neighbourhood character

PFI preferred
development partner

Private sector

(£1 / sq.ft…)

PFI (if NCC wish
to sell plots for
development)

NCC procured or
developer led

Alternative would
be for preferred
developer to
assume costs as
part of overall
commitment
NCC procured or
developer led

NCC

Development plots
created to support redevelopment of new
properties within the
New Meadows

Developer appetite
for taking on
demolition

Development plots
created to support redevelopment of new
properties within the
New Meadows

Developer appetite
for taking on
demolition

Improved service offer
supporting new leisure
hub and attracting
people into the area

Lack of appetite
from private sector
to occupy the
development

Question of whether
NCC wish to transfer
a large site outright
to a developer

Question of whether
NCC wish to transfer
a large site outright
to a developer

10
District Centre

Construction of extra
care Housing

2013-2015

Detailed design and
construction of 60 units
Extra Care Housing
Scheme forming part
of the SW of the new
District Centre.

Nottingham City Homes
RSLs
Private sector

Assume build costs
of £750 / sq.m
plus allowance for
site specifics and
agreed operational
and specific
enhancements

NCC
PFI
Private sector
Other Housing
Associations

Selection of
preferred Housing
Association (public /
private)
Potential for Joint
Venture with
Development
Agreement if private
sector led.
Potential for outright
sale of site to private
developer

District Centre

District Centre

Public Realm Works

Construction of
Community Centre /
ELC / Crèche / up to 20
Retail and Enterprise
Units

2013 - 2017

2013 - 2017

Public procurement
of public realm design
strategy

Nottingham City Council

Commission detailed
designs / schedules of
works / bills for each
building (2009-10);

NCC lead

Opportunity for ELC to
be landmark building
i.e. an exemplar zero
carbon building that
will use renewable
technologies – consider
design competition?
Opportunities to
market individual sites
e.g. for development of
superstore, potentially
with development brief
attached

Assume up to £25,000

NCC

External Consultant

PFI preferred developer
partner / other private
developer for retail
element
Queen’s Walk
Community Centre
Nottingham Energy
Management Service /
Private Sector Sponsors
Police

NCC mainstream
External consultant
support

TBC as part of
detailed design works

PFI

NCC lead

Private Sector
development
contribution

Potential Joint
Venture

[Potential funding
from faith
groups]

Public Sector
PFI

New sheltered
housing supports the
District Centre and
associated services
in the early stages of
the scheme, whilst
other elements of the
Neighbourhood Plan
(e.g. redevelopment
and remodelling) are
brought forward

Lack of take up by
private sector or
other partners

High quality public
realm strategy for the
areas surrounding the
District Centre

Minimal

Energy Learning Centre
will educate residents
and children within The
Meadows on practical
solutions to reducing
their energy use and
consumption

Costs

Community Centre
will replace the
existing Queen’s Walk
Community Centre

Cost over runs

Operation of new
facilities
Lack of take up
for new retail /
enterprise units
Viability of Energy
Learning Centre as a
long term proposition

Landmark scheme for
The Meadows
Enhanced retail offer

Ensure planning
permission is granted
Appoint preferred
developer for build out
of ELC
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District Centre

Creation of Arkwright
Square

2013 -2017

Creation of a major
‘hub’ within the
new District Centre,
featuring high
quality soft and
hard landscaping,
installation of
street furniture and
associated public realm

Nottingham City Council
lead

TBC

NCC

PFI

High quality public
realm surrounding
the District Centre,
creating a memorable
place and a focus for
The Meadows

Minimal

PFI initially with
potential private
sector developer
involvement in later
years

Assembled sites
facilitate delivery of
new District Centre in
subsequent phases

Lack of occupier
interest

Public / private joint
venture – integrate
necessary junction
improvements

Supports Nottingham’s
continued growth

Funding

PFI

PFI preferred
development partner

Private sector
developer
contribution
emda
potential
contribution from
supermarket
retailer

District Centre

New Meadows
(South) Phase 2

Site Acquisition / Service
Diversion / Enabling
Works

Junction Improvements
/ Signage / Connection /
Permeability

2013 - 2017

2013 - 2017

Acquisition of all land
holdings (including
private residential
on Arkwright Walk
and those sites not in
public ownership) to
facilitate the laying
of service runs to
facilitate delivery of
new District Centre

NCC lead

Linking through to the
Southern Gateway the
junction improvements
will allow The Meadows
to be accessed from
the south; new signs
will aid route finding
through The Meadows

Nottingham City Council
Highways Department

TBC

emda

Central
Government
Nottingham
Private Finance
Initiative (PFI)

HCA
Possible private sector
developer

emda

£750,000

NCC
LTP

Nottingham City Council
Street Scene

Potential for
developer
contributions

Creates local
employment
opportunities and will
encourage investment
and regeneration

Potential risks
associated with land
acquisition – delay to
delivery rather than
project failure

Cost overrun

enhance the value of
land and property
New Meadows
District Centre
(West)

Junction Improvements
/ Signage / Connection /
Permeability

2013 - 2017

Improved junctions
through Queen’s Road
and Sherriff’s Way

Nottingham City Council
Highways Department
Nottingham City Council
Street Scene

£1.8m

NCC
LTP
Potential for
developer
contributions

Public / private joint
venture – integrate
necessary junction
improvements
Delivery by
developer as part of
contribution

Supports Nottingham’s
continued growth

Lack of Developer
interest

Creates local
employment
opportunities and will
encourage investment
and regeneration

Funding

enhance the value of
land and property
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Cost overrun
Speed of delivery

10
New Meadows
District Centre
(East)

Junction Improvements
/ Signage / Connection /
Permeability

2013 - 2017

Improved junctions
on London Road
linking The Meadows
with Meadow Lane
& Eastcroft and city
centre.

Nottingham City Council
Highways Department

£1.6m

NCC
LTP

Nottingham City Council
Street Scene

Potential for
developer
contributions

Public / private joint
venture – integrate
necessary junction
improvements
Delivery by
developer as part of
contribution

Supports Nottingham’s
continued growth

Lack of Developer
interest

Creates local
employment
opportunities and will
encourage investment
and regeneration

Funding
Cost overrun
Speed of delivery

enhance the value of
land and property

Long Term
New Meadows
(West)

Rebuild & Environmental
Treatments

2013+

Preparation of a
detailed brief for
rebuild
Detailed design and
construction of Mix of
family housing from
2 to 5 bed units with
a limited number of
apartments and 1 bed
units as starter homes,
the final house type
mix to be determined
in discussion with
Nottingham City Homes
and any review of the
current Housing Needs
Assessments at the
point in the future at
which the proposals are
taken to the detailed
stage by partners in
the PFI process

Nottingham City Council
PFI Developer Partner

Allow £10k per
property for
environmentals
Assume £750 / sq.m
per property for
construction of high
quality houses

emda
New Growth Point
PFI
NCC
Private Sector

PFI / Developer
Agreement

High quality residential
properties for
ownership or rent
New street layout
removing alleyways and
helping to design out
crime / reduce levels
of anti-social behaviour

Housing market
Availability of finance
for home buyers

HCA

Delivery of high
quality environment
treatments to create
new boundaries and
defensible space
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New Meadows
(South)

New Meadows
District Centre
(West)

New Meadows
District Centre
(West)

86

Rebuild &
Environmentals

Clearance of Residential
and Bridgeway Centre

2013-2017

2013-2017

Construction of mix of
family housing from
2 to 5 bed units with
a limited number of
apartments and 1 bed
units as starter homes,
the final house type
mix to be determined
in discussion with
Nottingham City Homes
and any review of the
current Housing Needs
Assessments at the
point in the future at
which the proposals are
taken to the detailed
stage by partners in
the PFI process

Nottingham City Council

Acquisition

NCC

Subsequent clearance
of private residential
and all associate sites
not in public ownership
including the Methodist
Church, public house,
Children’s Centre and
retail units
Rebuild and
Environmentals

2013-2017

Mix of family housing
from 2 to 5 bed
units with a limited
number of apartments
and 1 bed units as
starter homes, the
final house type mix
to be determined
in discussion with
Nottingham City Homes
and any review of the
current Housing Needs
Assessments at the
point in the future at
which the proposals are
taken to the detailed
stage by partners in
the PFI process

Local Housing Company
PFI Developer Partner

Allow £10k per
property for
environmentals
Assume £750 / sq.m
per property for
construction of high
quality houses

emda
New Growth Point

PFI / Developer
Agreement

PFI

High quality residential
properties for
ownership or rent
New street layout
removing alleyways and
helping to design out
crime / reduce levels
of anti-social behaviour

NCC
Private Sector

Housing market
Availability of finance
for home buyers

HCA

NCC

Voluntary acquisition

emda

emda

HCA

HCA

Compulsory Purchase
Order

PFI preferred
development partner

PFI

Nottingham City Council
Local Housing Company
PFI Developer Partner

Unknown

Assembled sites cleared
and ready for future
development of new
housing

CPO

Private sector
development
partner
Allow £10k per
property for
environmentals
Assume £750 / sq.m
per property for
construction of high
quality houses

emda
New Growth Point
PFI
NCC
Private Sector
HCA

PFI / Developer
Agreement

High quality residential
properties for
ownership or rent
New street layout
removing alleyways and
helping to design out
crime / reduce levels
of anti-social behaviour

Housing market
Availability of finance
for home buyers

10
New Meadows
District Centre
(West)

Expand and Improve
Community Gardens and
Allotments

2013-2017

Located on the
Kirby Gardens site,
the scheme creates
additional allotment
space for new residents
of The Meadows

Groundwork Greater
Nottingham

Unknown

Waste Recycling
Environmental
(WREN)
Awards for All

Engagement with
Groundwork or other
voluntary sector
organisation to
lead expansion and
improvement works

Increased community
amenity space
Health benefits

Appetite amongst
community for such a
facility

Locally sourced
produce
Education benefits

New Meadows
District Centre
(East)

New Meadows
District Centre
(East)

Embankment

Embankment

Clearance of Arkwright
Walk Properties and
Others

Rebuild and
Environmental Works

2013-2017

2013-2017

Riverside Way
Development Site

2015-2019+

Delivery of Victoria
Embankment Masterplan

2015-2019+

Creation of
development plots to
facilitate the delivery
of new residential units

NCC

Mix of family housing
from 2 to 5 bed
units with a limited
number of apartments
and 1 bed units as
starter homes, the
final house type mix
to be determined
in discussion with
Nottingham City Homes
and any review of the
current Housing Needs
Assessments at the
point in the future at
which the proposals are
taken to the detailed
stage by partners in
the PFI process

Nottingham City Council

Commercial
development including
a mix of retail and
offices, with a small
amount of residential
for sale

NCC

Unknown

NCC

PFI preferred
development partner

Local Housing Company
PFI Developer Partner

Assume £3000
per property for
demolition

PFI (if NCC wish
to sell plots for
development)

(£1 / sq.ft…)

Alternative would
be for preferred
developer to
assume costs as
part of overall
commitment

Allow £10k per
property for
environmentals

emda

Assume £750 / sq.m
per property for
construction of high
quality houses

PFI

New Growth Point

NCC procured or
developer led

PFI / Developer
Agreement

Development plots
created to support redevelopment of new
properties within the
New Meadows

Developer appetite
for taking on
demolition

High quality residential
properties for
ownership or rent

Housing market

New street layout
removing alleyways and
helping to design out
crime / reduce levels
of anti-social behaviour

NCC
Private Sector

Question of whether
NCC wish to transfer
a large site outright
to a developer

Availability of finance
for home buyers

HCA

TBC

Private Sector

Commercially led

New employment
opportunities

Lack of commercial
appetite to locate in
this area

Unknown

Unknown

NCC lead

Long term
improvements to the
Victoria Embankment

Minimal

Private Sector
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Next Steps

10.30 The Neighbourhood Plan that has been prepared for
The Meadows is necessarily high level and strategic,
and as a result, sets out a vision and key projects
which when implemented will significantly improve
the area as a place in which to live and work.
10.31 Next steps will include the appointment of a PFI
preferred development partner, together with the
detailed masterplanning of individual development
sites. This process will enable NCC to effectively
control the standard of development and to
carefully plan how the remodelling work, including
the movement and relocation of existing residents
can be managed. This must be supported through
the planning process.
10.32 Quick win projects should be taken forward as
soon as is practically possible following the formal
endorsement of the Neighbourhood Plan by the
City Council.

Conclusions
10.33 This section of the report has outlined the
arrangements for the effective delivery of
regeneration and renewal of The Meadows area of
Nottingham. It will be a complex, long term and
challenging task which will require commitment,
resources and a high level of partnership working
and dialogue to achieve. A strong, dedicated
resource will be required to ensure that the
delivery strategy outlined above is achieved and
that activity across all aspects of the plan are
coordinated and achieved.
10.34 Ultimately, however, it will ensure that The
Meadows can become one of Nottingham’s
most vibrant, successful, safe and attractive
neighbourhoods – a prize worth working for.
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The Meadows
Tomorrow

conclusion
CONCLUSION

conclusion
CONCLUSION

selective redevelopment where necessary, but
concentrating on improving the existing housing
stock and the external environment in which
it sits. The Old Meadows which has physical

l A Communications Strategy for selling The
Meadows ‘Brand’ and ensuring the community

will be enhanced through a mix of environmental

are kept informed of progress
l Agreement on a set of Quality Standards to

strong relationships between the residents,

ensure all development follows the ethos of

the Community Working group, The Meadows

the plan and delivers on the sustainability

Partnership Trust and the City Council team.

agenda which has had long term support within

The offer to the community in terms of social

The Meadows

infrastructure, facilities and retail choice will

l Promotion and identification of development

be enhanced through a re-developed traditional

partners and ongoing soft market testing to

high street and local centre positioned to provide

establish relationships and appreciate changes

direct access across the neighbourhood. Finally

in the market and industry

Victoria Embankment through a combination of
the flood defence works, establishment of the

l Preparation of the OBC, development packages
and briefs for the tendering of the PFI contract

consideration of not just the physical aims of the

leisure hub, ongoing development of a detailed

signals the first steps to a long term change in

plan but also the socio-economic opportunities

masterplan and promotion of its current and

the perception of The Meadows to the outside

associated with them. Every new project which

proposed facilities will become a focus for this

world. The journey the Plan has undergone and

spins out of the plan will require community

community and also an important destination for

the successful Housing Private Finance Initiative

engagement, not just consultation; whether it’s a

the city wide population in which to enjoy the

down to those individuals and the community

funding bid provide the signals and publicity that

strategic project like the district centre in which

river, sports and natural environment.

charged with the stewardship of this important

all stakeholders are very serious about driving

the entire Meadows community are involved, or

a long term and sustainable future for this

specific streetscape improvements where the

neighbourhood at the heart of the City.

residents drive the process locally, at the end of

number of projects and processes designed to enable

the Quality of Life and opportunities for The

the day it’s they who will have to live with the

physical development need to be brought forward

Meadows to become the neighbourhood of choice

consequences long term and after the previous

within the next months and years including:

within the City of Nottingham.

11.2 The momentum for change must be continued and
early wins delivered so that the community gains

attempts at neighbourhood renewal we must get

confidence in and continues to be engaged and

it right this time. If a new plan is written in 2040,

empowered in the process. The regeneration of

then we will have failed the community.

The Meadows needs to be owned and shaped by
the community in order to be successful.
11.3 All stakeholders have demonstrated their
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both the New and Old Meadows

longevity and well established social structure
improvements and continued building of

11.1 The development of the Neighbourhood Plan

pilot projects within the Old Meadows.
l Development of Detailed Design Guidance for

Core Strategy
11.6 This plan is the catalyst for change and it is now

part of Nottingham to work together and realise
11.5 In order to therefore drive the plan forwards a

l Ongoing community engagement as plans are
developed and move closer to reality
l Continued development of the residents

11.4 The plan is a comprehensive package of physical,

l Incorporate Neighbourhood Plan into emerging

their Vision and make the plan work to enhance

11.7 Change in The Meadows will not only benefit
that neighbourhood but also the whole City.
The Meadows is a key gateway to Nottingham

transformation group and community champions

City Centre; it contains invaluable open space

social and economic initiatives, which, when

to guide the delivery process and make the

for use Nottingham residents and visitors alike.

combined and co-ordinated by a delivery team

delivery team aware of concerns within the

The Meadows hold vast potential to become

commitment and passion for The Meadows during

will provide that long-term sustainable future

community before they become issues

a modern, successful and vibrant community,

the development of this plan and that energy

for this unique community. The restructuring

must be harnessed and maintained through the

of the roads and footpaths provides better,

efficiency, the street environment, the natural

choice supported by viable, bustling retail and

early stages of the plans delivery. Projects coming

safer access throughout the neighbourhood, out

environment, Quality of Life and general health

leisure offers.

forward will use this plan as the foundation

to the City and surrounding areas. The ‘New’

on which they are developed and take due

Meadows will undergo a transformation by

l Community initiatives around energy

providing a residential neighbourhood of

l A comprehensive environmental asset audit to
establish the location of ‘hot spots’ and thus

It’s The Meadows’ time to blossom........

11
Its The Meadows time to blossom....
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Neighbourhood Regeneration Team
Nottingham City Council
Exchange Buildings South
Cheapside
Nottingham
NG1 2HU
T: 0115 9155192
F: 0115 9155284
E: neighbourhood.regeneration@nottinghamcity.gov.uk
Want to find out more?
Visit: www.nottinghamcity.gov.uk\themeadows

